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that offer you achoice of the best!
You cannot possibly make a mistake in selecting your Loud Speaker from these quoted below.
United Distributors, Limited, hold the exclusive
agency for these, because they can confidently
t·ecommend them for the most perfect results .
THE MUSIC MASTER the de Luxe Loud
Speaker-the standard by which all others are
judged. Its amplifying bell of resonant wood
gives the most natural delivery known to
science
£12
L~wer in Price but each supreme in
its own class, are the following:-

ATLAS LOUD SPEAKER- "The Musicians of
the Air"-reproduces the full, clear natural
tones of voice and music as spoken, sung or
played.
· · £7 /10/BRANDES TABLE TALKER---Mellow as an old
violin and just as beautiful in tone

THE
MUSIC
MASTER

£4/15/-

YOUR DEALER CAN SUPPLY THEM ALL!

UNITED DISTRIBUTORS, LIMITED
(Wholesale only)

72 CLARENCE STREET, SYDNEY.

592 BOURKE STREET, MELBOURNE.

And at Brisbane, Perth, Adelaide, Hobart and Wellington,

?4"ep.ti9n "IlRdio" when conmuuicnting with Advertlee~s.
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Pirates
HE prosecutions launched by the Post~iasterGeneral 's Department lead us to thmk of
the position of unlicensed listeners-in. In
such a community as ours they are naturally
of a varying types and until mature consideration is given to the subject, we are apt to extend
varying degrees of sympathy to those who are caught
and regard lightly the existence of those who escape.
'l'hey are, however, all pirates, and this fact should not
be overlooked.
THE small boy who makes up for himself a workable
receiving set deserves every encouragement, right up
to the point where he begins to break the law. Encouragement should not stop here, however, but at this point
it should take a turn. 'l'hifl small boy is rather like the
youngster who makes up for himself the dress, sword,
pistols, and such like appurtenances which we associate
with the calling of the seafaring buccaneer, and adopts

would only find out what should be and what should not
be. He purchases his radio apparatus and sets it up in
accordance with printed directions and, so far as he
eoncerns himself, that is all that is necessary. He does
not worry who provides the programmes nor how they
are paid for. Thus he drifts into piracy without being
fully aware of what he is doing.
ANOTHER without a full regard for the different
factors considers the license fee is too high. Therefore, instead of doing as people have to in similar cireumstances when that which they desire costs more than
they are prepared to pay, he sets out to steal this thing
he wants, and if his conscience would sometimes raise
within him the question, right or wrong, it is stifled,
and he prefers not to stop and consider at all.
'l'his
type of buccaneer generally intends to take out a licence
later on and he may be likened to the merchantman
who indulges in piracy only when circumstances are

ANNOUNCEMENT!
THIS ISSUE'S SPECIAL CONSTRUCTIONAL ARTICLE WILL BE FOUND ON PAGE 668.

the black flag with its skull aud cross-bones and obtains
interest and lots of fun from his game. If, however, t:ie
time should come when the lad tires of make-belief and
is no longer satisfied with a toy pistol but desires a
real one and sets forth in earnest to break the law, it is
then time to check him and bring him to a realisation
of his responsibility to the community and to a regard
for the law of the land. It is so seldom that the boy
who makes his small radio set is the only one in the
hom,e to m,e and obtain pleasure from it that we need
hardl,v give thi~ section consideration, but where grownup people arc al,;o obtaining something from the boy's
effort and ingenuity they can surely assist and encourage
him with the financial contribution necessary to keep
him upon the right and proper track.
THE other classe:c; of pirateR hardly deserve the same
There iR the one who turns pirate
consideration.
wiihont knowing.
W. S. Gilbert wonld have naivel,v
explained that "the iutention was to apprentice him to
a 'pilot' '' ; but, just as the mistake was made in the case
of Frederick, all the trouble could be avoided if he

favourable aml a prize can be captured with little ri,;k
attaching to the venture.
THE fourth type is neither as brave. nor bold as the
others. He is the cut-throat sneak at whose capture
all decent people rejoice. Here is something which he
sees the opportunity to take without payment and quite
knowingly he uses it. When he is caught the law is
not leniently applied and it is generally ~egarded as
serving him right.
IN all cases thei;;c pirates have to face punishment soouer
or later. Those who art' caught receive theirs more
heavily than those who escape. Those who escape like
the pirate of the storybook, who could not settle down
and enjoy the fruits of his piracy because of an uneasy
conscience, suffer in the fact that because of their actions
the quality of the programme,-: is poorer · than it would
otherwise be.
UNFOR'l'UNATELY, the ,inst suffer iri this ' regard
equally with the unjust and, therefore·, ' all ' pirates
should be discouraged as all are a menaC'e to th& community.
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BELOW are published practical suggestions for a collapsible wirel~ss antenna, a molybdenite detector and a series·
parallel switch. These have been received from readers of "Radio' who have constructed the various a_pparatus
and, as they have been tried out under actual conditions they should p r ove of considerable worth to other experimenters.

JN

order, then, to encourage readers to let their fellow-experimenters benefit by the knowledge they have gai~ed
through investigation, it has been decided to award, each i!:Osue, a prize of £ 1/ 1/ · to the author of the best suggestion
received , provid i ng th a t there are no less than three entr:cs.
In the case of no entri es being received, or it be
considered that none is worthy of the prize, this will be held over until the next iDsue, when the prize will be doubled.

JN

all cases th~ Editor's decision will be final.

A NOVEL ANTENNA.
THE ,;uggestion which has beeu
awarded the first prize for thi;;
issue is a particularly happy one and
lurn emanated from a Bootlmlla ( Q.)
n:adcr, who, evidentlr from a :,;ense of
i:10de::;ty, desires to remain auonyJlJOUS.
'l'he idea submitted embraces
clc1ails for constructing a portable
,md "collapsible" antenna and, as
r: ill be seen from the aecom panymg

th at have a small rrng attaehed at
either eud.
A small hook is bound or :,;oldere<l
on to each cud of the aerial wires
themselves and the hook is then slip ped into the ring on each insulator.

A SIMPLE AND EFFICIENT
SERIES PARALLEL SWITCH.
ANOTHER mounts his switch 011
a piece of panel bakelite about 4
by 1½ inches. In the centre is a bras;;
HooJ.. ..•

Hook.··

• l"t1sl

Lead 112

: forec e, vPr
'(

diagrams, it is a partieularly novel
one, especially when one e01rniclers the
time saved in its ereetio11 and dismantling- a handy feature in thee;e
~la.rs of country and sea;;iclc listening1n.
The connections consist of four .32
cal. Winchester rifle cartridge shells.
Two are cut down at the point X and
the other two then fit in. The aerial
lead-iu wires are soldered to the
primer pocket S.
Insulators should be of the type

With such arrangements as these
described above the work of erection
or dismantling should prove but a
matter of minutes instead 0£ that of
hours. Of course, it should be under stood that, although aerial poles app ear in the diagram, these ar e not
11ecessary, and in the case where none
are available their place can be taken
by a suitable tree or other support.

bush ( 5 ) held by a lock-nut anJ projecting about ½in. behind the panel, so
as to make contact with two blades
of hard brass (.A, B, Fig. 2 ) . 'T'hese
are held in place by terminals 2 and
~J, and p artly cover hole in bush as at
C, Fig. 2. Two more blades, D and E ,
similarly held by terminals 1 and 4,
are bent as shown in Fig. 2 to clear
the blades .A and B, near C, by about
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}in. Fig. 3 shows shape of blades A
and B. Fig. 4, blades D and E, as
at back of panel.
From Fig. 2 it will be seen that
when the plug "P," which is made
of insulating material, e.g., end of

out, condenser and coil are in series ;
if plug is in, condenser and coil are
in parallel.
If preferred, terminals may be
placed at back of panel for use with
concealed wiring.
Fig.2.

Fi,:i:.l.

i----+----r,o

l.

MOUNTING MOLYBDENITE.
MR. HERBERT R. HUTCHENSON, of 11 Brightmore Street,
Neutral Bay, Sydney, has forwarded an idea for the suitable mounting
of molybdenite crystal. He has found
that special mounting facilities were
necessary on account of the softness
of the mineral.
For mounting molybdenite in the
manner described, 1/16 inch sheet
brass is required.
A and B illustrate the form in
which two sections of the brass should
be cut out, while the holes allow for
the passing through of nuts. A is
then bent at the point indicated and
screwed to the base of the set. A portion of the detector mineral is then
placed on top and B screwed over
this. The whole is enclosed in the
usual dust-proof glass tube.
Mr. Hutch~nson finds that the advantage of this type of detector
mounting is that it gives a good,

-tTC

~-L!-

~

used in conjunction with a series
parallel switch.
The good points in this series-parallel switch are :-1. simplicity of construction; ; 2, snap ac·t"ion; 3, small
panel space; 4, low capacity (suitable
for low-loss tuner) ; 5, neat appearance, and 6, cost: four terminals, one
bush (brass) and some spring brass
for the blades.
N.B.-Most of the
above points are not found in the
usual type of D.P.D.T. switch.

bone knitting needle, is out, terminals
2 and 3 are connected, while 1 and 4

are not in ttse.
When plug '' P'' is in, terminals 1
and 2 are connected but insitlated by
the plug from 3 and 4, which are also
connected.
· Now to follow the diagram:Assuming the switch is connected
to aerial, variable condenser "VO,"
tuning coil "TC," earth "E," as
shown in diagram Fig. 1-if plug is

0

0

0

A
Crystal
_Flakes,
1,..· . • • . . .

Fig .3.

..... ··-.

s.1..,~r

D

0
- - - - - b1,.,,t
h..,....

A&-B.

D&-6!.
b...... r.

-ha.,r,-.

Some amateurs may not know that
a much wider range is obtainable with
any individual coil and condenser if

springy contact when a solid sil".er
point is attached to the contact bar m- ·
stead of the usual cat-whisker.
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DX Notes-and Other Things
By C. D. Maclurcan.

T

last-and about time,
too-New South Wales
has silenced the merry
''Ha! Ha!'' by working
U.S.A. and England.
It started with 2CM working 9EKY
and 6AHP, then 2DS worked 6CGO.
Next 2DS worked English 2OD, and
was followed by 2CM also working
2OD.

Talking of power, this is interesting, chaps. One night recently, when
2CM was QSO, U.S.A., using a 250watt Radiotron with about 400 watts
input (maximum power), a test was
tried reducing the input.
The time
was about 5.30 p.m., wanting still
about an hour and a half to darkness.
When the power was reduced
to about half (200 watts) my man

'<I

Dr. J. A. Fleming, Professor of Electrical Engineering at the University College
of London, 1885 to date, and the inventor of the original Thermionic valve that
made Radio broadcasting possible.

Since then 6CGO has been worked
on a 10 watt set, all U.S.A. ( except
third district), and three Englishmen.
Next stop, North Pole.
After this orgy of DX working 2CM
is done to a frazzle and is giving
radio a spell for a couple of months.
2DS has installed a 50-watt Radiotron, and will work with this until
his replacement 250-watt Phillip's
tube arrives.
It was with the 50watter that 2DS worked 20D.

(6CGO) reported a marked improvement in signal strength, and a much
better note.
On reducing to minimum power
(approx. 70 watts) he reported signals about the same strength as on
200 watts, and the note very good.
In short, it comes to this.
If you
crowd your bottle ( this is nothing to
do with prohibition) your note gets
bad and signals fall off in strength.
2CM will therefore work in future on

half power. After this test I'm quite
convinced that a 50-watter is all that
is required for working Mars, and
when we get down to still lower wavelengths, p 'raps the good old V24 will
come into its own again.
Regarding that power leak at 2CM.
It was located alright, but alas ! it is
quite another matter to remove it.
The City Council have been very
obliging in carrying out any suggested tests, and on one occasion we
thought we had definitely found the
remedy.
It was arranged that the
Council were t o cut out the suspected
transformer at 10 p.m., and connect it
up again at 8 a.m. next morning.
Exactly at 10.3 p.m. the noise stopped
in 2CM 's receivers - great joy and
popping of corks! Next morning
Mrs. 2CM kept watch, and, according
to the log, the QRM commenced again
at about 9 a.m. Our joy was replaced
with gnashing of finger nails when
we found out that the transformer
was not re-connected till 3 p.m. that
day. A gum drop to the one who can
find the remedy for this trouble; in
fact, two gum drops, because 2DS now
has something of the same sort out
his way.
Say, can you beat those Victorians?
They are not satisfied with altering
our wireless history, but now they
want to alter the English language.
Listen to this, folks. It comes from
page 12 of the Melbourne Experimental Radio and Broadcast Newsin the "Owl's DX Notes. " Who can
translate it ? Perhaps its Gum Arabic.
'' G2NM is louder than a number
of Australian inter-State hours
after dawn, and the signals
CMFWYPETAOI were quite loud
then.''
I've met several inter-State hours
after dawn lately, but they did not
use words like that; at least, N.S.W.
hours don't.
They have had better
home training. Maybe Cox thought
of this word when that howling valve
held him up from working Timbuckthree.
At the last general meeting of the
Wireless Institute (N.S.W. Division)
a very interesting film was shown,
illustrating the action of the valve.
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Two more films ( one a comedy) followed. It was certainly a very entertaining evening. Mr. Renshaw, when
addressing the meeting, remarked that
the Council were endeavouring to
make the meetings more attractive,
and it was hoped that in future still
more enjoyable nights would be arranged.
Well, why not let us have a nigger
minstrel show (being a wireless
society) something like this :'' The Wireless Wigglers,'' or
"Why Willie Wouldn't Wobble."
Curtain rises showing members of
the Council sitting round in crescent
formation.
At the extreme right is
Brudder Bones Crocker (2BB) and
Harry Ha! Ha! Stowe.
On the left
is Pierrot Perrett and Basilrazzle
Cooke (tambourines).
In the centre is President 2CM
. (don't you CM) disguised as the
' famous character from Scott's Emulsion's '' All skin and no juice.'' Then
comes Secretary Phil Renshaw look. ing very philosophical-oh, horridand Maxwellton Braes Cutts, 2JM
and Syd. Colville-all dressed in pink
tights and fluffies.
Brudder Bones Crocker: . ' ' Say,
Brudder Cookie, can you tell me how
far it is furn a cat's head to a cat's
tail?" .
Brudder Cookie, F.R.A.S. : "No, I
can't tell you how fur it is furn a cat's
head to a cat's tail. How fur is it?"
Brudder B.C.: "Why, yo silly nigger, it's fur all the way."
Chorus: '' Dit-dit-da-da-dit-dit.''
Sister Cutts (with sudden rush of
brains to face) : '' But 'sposin' he
ain't got no tail, sposin' he's a Manxwell cat wot den, Brudder B.B.?''
B.B.C.: "Well, den it ain't half so
fur!"
Chorus: '' Dit-dit,'' etc., etc.
But enough of th~s frivolity, and
back to-other things.
Our good friend, Miss Wallace, has
returned from America. She did not
see the President, but went very close
to it-she actually talked with Victor
Hugo Gernsback.
Just before she
departed she was presented with one
of those little sparkling bands that go
round the third finger of the left
hand. Though little, it meant a lotat least so friend Mackenzie told her.
2GR is about to forsake his old love
on 240 metres and try lower down.
He is now busy with the erection of
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a new aerial of rather startling design. 2GR has done some remarkable
distances, for low power telephony.
One report says good reception at
Port Morseby way up in New Guinea.
2BB reports working A3NE. Says
his note was very good, though a bit
unstable. A3EM and 3TM have also
been received on the lower wavelengths, though not very strongly.
This last week (at time of writing)
has been very bad for DX work.
Several hams are wondering where the
Yanks have gone to.
It seems to me that the wonderful
DX work recently accomplished is developing on altogether wrong lines. I
have lately listened to several stations
(N.Z. please note) working U.S.A.,
and the one desire appears to be to
simply run up a score of stations
worked.
One chap I heard called
CQU raised a 6, said '' Ur sigs FB,
NM :hr nw ~b'' and immediate1y
called CQ again.
This is no good, fellows ; you won't
learn anything in this way.
I 'd
much sooner hold my man for an hour
and carry out some genuine experiments with him than crowd in ten of
the "FB QSA NM nw gb" kind.
2BK is almost ready to split holes
in the" all-surrounding" with his new
50-watt bank account reducer. Only
needs a big condenser or two to clear
its throat.
2YI also has the same tendency. I
believe he has a young power house
motor generator many yards long, and
daily expects to increase his electricity
bill.
2YG has got going with a 250watter-well going, too, judging by a
report that I have just read.
He
has succeeded in working G2OD and
U5WD. Many congratulations! That
makes the third N.S.W. Ham to work
both U.S.A. and England.
2LO has been off the air for a long
time, though he tells me that he has
had several reports of his signals during that time. This means that someone has been using his call. He is
entirely re-designing his station, and
will soon come on the air with a big
bottle on a low wave-length.
2CM will be off the air for a couple
of months till the end of Februarythe usual exodus to the seaside.
It
will probably be some job to catch up
with events that are bound to take
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place with all these super-ham stations
on the air.
Has anyone had the same trouble
that I get with their electrolytic
abominations? After the cells have
been made up and used for about
three weeks a white deposit creeps up
above the liquid, climbs the electrodes and escapes down the side of
the jar.
A marshmallow to anyone
who can suggest a remedy.
201 is a new one on the air.
I
he:ird him for the first time last night
calling U.S.A.
He has, I think, the
finest note I've ever heard, and he
should have no difficulty in raising
U.S.A.
2AL is down on the low waves
al~o, with a very rough 50 cycle note.
2GQ, Armidale, has come up
wonderfully in strength since I last
heard him.
Unfortunately, he has
anchored among the Yanks-I hope
he drags his anchor.
'
2RJ, Mandurama, continues to put
out fine signals on 'phone, good modulation, too, considering the QRM he
must get from all the little Jumbucks, jumbucking around.
Here's
one for you, 2RJ; put it ovyr the
air:THE SHEARER'S LAMENT.
You smell to me, you darned old smelling
ewe,
Exactly as these other woollies do ..
I can't detect the slightest little dif.
Between you and the· others-sniff for
sniff
You sheep are all the same.
Yet some fool lamb, whose judgment in
my world ain't worth a dam, ·
Can tell you in the dark from
the
others
In thjs big bunch of newlY- barbered
mothers.
It isn't that I care about your smell,
Of that it would enlighten me to tell
One sheep from all the rest in this big
herd;
But, man to sheep, I give my honest word,
It gravels me to know that in one way,
In what is christened this enlightened day,
Your silly lamb-as anyone can see-Is that much more intelligent than me.

a)!

Had a crack with 3TM last night.
His sigs were at times very strong and
tone good, but sometimes faded badly.
3BM comes in well on the low wave,
though not very strong.
Note like
the gay locust.
Heard 3JU again last night. First
time for many moons. He is on low
waves, signals good strength, though
a bit rough; and Ross, me boy, you

( Continued on page 673.)
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"This Wireless"
By G.J.W.
"IT'S wonderful! "-at least, so
· everybody who has the opportunity to listen-in to a broadcasted
programme says, but to the expert
who has reduced this phenomenon to
commonplace mathematics, the wonder
of wireless easily takes second place
to the marvellous grip which wireless
has taken of the public mind.
One of the wonders of wireless is
the marvellous fascination compelled
from everyone who comes into contact with it. Young and old, male
and female, all fall victims to its
wiles. Without entering into psychoanalysis or physiology of any other

always absolutely convinced that his
results would be immeasurably improved by single valve amplification.
Next to the schoolboy comes Mr. Suburbia, with his delicately swung
aerial from the chimney-pot to the
clothes post in_the yard. He may be
the proud possessor of a two-valve set
which gives him very excellent results from the local broadcasting station, and enables him to entertain his
neighbours occasionally. What odds
a few interruptions-such as howling
valves or a noisy bunch of statics. His
learned discourse on "capacity" and
''inductance' ' and his positive assur-

ed the apparatus which to-day provides communication under conditions which no other known method
of communication can meet. He has
just that little, tiny obstacle, the
mounting of which will, he hopes,
achieve perfect success. But alas, he
only finds that, after that bridge is
dross~d, there is yet another tiny
little obstacle just so far in front.
The development of wireless in the
past twelve or fourteen years has been
immense. One wonders at the feats
of the wireless operators with the
apparatus then available, ·yet some
tremendous successes were rec,jrded-

A 5Kw. Broadcasting Set in course of construction .

'' ology, '' the fascination of wireless
is due to the same cause as that in
the case of the recalcitrant donkey
and the carrots.
There is always
something ahead-just out of reach.
Yet achievement is so constant that
there is always hope that the "out of
reach ' ' can be obtained by just a little more effort.
And this is true of all the devotees
of wireless. The schoolboy whose activity enables him to climb to the top
of a neighbouring tree to swing his
aerial, gets some more or less successful result with his crystal, but is

ance that this temporary set on which
'' we are listening'' will be replaced
by a three-valve set, as soon as possible, carries conviction tci the visitors.
And so on: The operator at ·the
wireless telegraph station, to whom
wirelss is a business, is not exempt
from the attraction of the ''carrots.''
Statics or bad operating may conquer
for a time, but he is convinced that
"if"-etc.-he could do a hundred
times better.
Finally, there is the professional
wireless engineer, who, through
patient and laborious effort, has evolv-

such as successful communication over
thousands of miles, with a crystal detector, and a three to five horse power
spark transmitter. To-day communication has been effected half.way
round the world, which is the greatest
distance possible on this sphere, with
the expenditure of less than I/10th
of a horse power. Still more marvellous is the spread in the use of wireless : for many years it was considered
that its only sphere of usefulness was
telegraphic communication between
ship and ship, or between ship and
shore-that is, where either or both
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of the communicating points moved
relatively to the other. To-day it is
rapidly becoming so essential tliat
soon no home will be complete without wireless.
One convincing experience based on
years of daily association is that it is
utterly . beyond the capacity of the
human mind at the present time to
suggest the ultimate end of wireless
development.
The transmission of
power by ether waves is almost sure
to be an early development. Illumination of houses and streets i:s by
no means remote, and electric motors
in factories, energised by radio transmission, is not far ahead of us to-day,
as we are ahead of the wireless of ten
years ago.
The problem of wavelmgths is being solved, and it is now
possible for a station to receive two
waves of practically similar frequency, and separ ate them after reception--thus the threatened limitation
of wireless communication through
overlapping wave-lengths is being
mastered. Slowly but surely the difficulties are being surmounted, but,
as with the fabled donkey, the '' carrots" will always be just out of reach.
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DX
7AA, the well-known Hobart experi. menter, has again been making a
name for himself in DX work. Recently he conducted a series of remarkable DX experiments on short
waves, in the course of which he
succeeded in getting into touch with
94 American transmitters within
the space of 3¾ hours.

All the stations were carefully
copied in 7AA 's log, so that there
was no possibility of an error having occurred. Most of the stations
were situated in U.S.A. territory,
but two Canadian and two Mexican
stations were also heard.
The complete list is as follows:lKC, lL W, lAAC, lKJ, lARE, lHL,
lAYU, lCMP, IPL, 2AAV, 2BZR,
2CVU, 2BRD, 3AB, 3CHG, 3GM,
3AU, 3AUV, 3CHG, 40A, 4TJ, 4FG,
4BQ, 4FS, 4SB, 5UK, 5AMW, 5AHD,
5ALR, 5CN, 50D, 5QY, 5UX, 5NW,
5IN, 5RHL, 5RH, 5ZL, 5AFU,
6AKW, 6ZP, 6AWT, 6ADT, 6LJ,

6BL W, 6TRJ, 6CGO, 6ARB, 6BON,
6KA, 6TJ, 6BWN, 6CTO, 6AJI, 601,
6BJX, 6GT, 6VC, 6AHP, 6AO,
6CGW, 6AME, 6PD, 6SLO, 6CN,
6GG, 7RZ, 7AR, 7PM, 7AFN, 7ZZ,
7BJE, 7LN, 7JQ, SBU, STU, SCYI,
SXAV, SDGP, SNG, SCY, SCK,
SBAU, SCYI, 9BFG, 9AL, 9HK,
9CJC, 9EFZ, 9DQU, 9DQ, 9HT,
MBX, NKF.
The station NKF announced that
it would shortly commence a series
of tests with the oscillating crystal.
As this will mark a new departure
in wireless development, Australian
experimenters should get to work
and see what they can do in the way
of reception.-(Ed. Radio.)
GET signals first and then experiment to improve your set. ·
IF you expect to put in a · sending
set, be prepared to pass a Government examination before a license is
granted you.
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j "Burginphone'' Wireless Receiver nj
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---£45---

O

"BURGINPHONE" Receiving Sets meet the demands of
t h e buyer who want s definite and uniformly dependable
results; aistance - minimum of interference - volume
and clear receptiQn.

O

The radio experimenter, tinkerin g with a thousand
different circuits, fin ds fascination, but might experiment
a lifetime without achieving " Bu rgi nphone" results.

~

No m aterial can b e better than is found in "Burginphone"

0

~

~

~
~

4-VALVE TUNED RADI0

receivers-no workmanship is finer, and it is the last
word in radio designing.
. You must examine a "Burginphone'' receiver to fully
appreciate its value-it is an outstanding example of
quality, produced on principles adhered to in the manufacture of scientific instruments for many years.
You can select any "Burgi nphone," equipment and look
forward to freedom from doubt a s to the wisdom of y our
choice.
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Crystal Versus Valve
WHILE we are firm believers in the
good qualities of the crystal detector when used with radio frequency amplification, we do not want
it understood the crystal is bettt>r
than a valve detector without amplification. One of our readers wrote in
and asked if he should replace his
valve detector with a crystal on his
one-valve single circuit regenerative
set.
Where two or three stages of radio
frequency amplification are used, you
will get better tone quality and reproduction of signals with a good
crystal detector than with a valve. In
cities where there is a large broadcasting station, a crystal detector is
better than a valve 1-1,nd with a
stage or two of audio, loud-speaker
operation is practical, but where the
station is out of your city, it usually
requires radio frequency amplification to build the signal up enough to
properly work the crystal.
Another thing in favour of a good
crystal detector is it does not require

any upkeep as does the valve. The
valve costs twice as much as a good
crystal, you also have to buy A and
B batteries for it, or, if you have radio
frequency amplification, the batteries
will run down so much sooner when
using a valve detector and must be
renewed from time to time. A crystal
lasts as long as the average valve, in
fact, if the crystal is kept clean and
free from dust, there is no reason why
it will not last indefinitely. You hear
a lot about strong signals killing a
crystal but from our personal experience, a crystal does not ''die,'' even
though strong static shocks paralyse it.
It is claimed the adjustable type of
crystal detector is best, but we have
found that while it is more sensitive
than the fixed type, it requires constant adjustment and sometimes must
be adjusted in the middle of a good
programme. It is better to have one
not quite as sensitive and one not requiring adjustment. Radio frequency

amplification will make up for the
difference.
A crystal detector without amplification should only be used on local
stations. At times, you may be able
to hear stations several hundred miles
distant on a crystal detector, but for
uight in and out you will only get
locals.
If you desire to copy out-of-town
stations and use a crystal detector,
you will require radio frequency amplification with the detector.
One
stage will give you a fairly good
range but two stages will be much
better. The latter will pick up stations
between 500 and 1500 miles distant
on average cool nights. For the operation of a loud-speaker, it will be
necessary to add two stages of audio
on out-of-town stations. Loud-speakers have been operated on just the
detector and on one stage of audio but
conditions have been ideal and this
occurred when stations came piling
in.

The Marconiphone
AN English broadcasting receiver
which is now being placed on the
Australian market is the Marconiphone, manufactured by the Marconi Company of England.

those who possess no technical range blocks and regenerator units,
knowledge whatever to work the broadcasting from Australian stations may be received on wavelengths from 250 to 1750 metres.
A system of non-interchangeable
and non-reversible plugs and sockets
prevents the possibility of connections being made incorrectly.

These sets are noted for their
volume, quality of tone and range,
and introduce many features distinctly unique in wireless receivers.
An efficient system of double tuning
is employed by means of '' tuningspades, '' which ensures the freedom
from outside interference. The circuit employed is of the reflex type,
with a modified system of reaction.
'l'he Marconiphone is exceptionally simple of adjustment, the necessary controls having been reduced
to the minimum consistent with fine
tuning, stability of adjustment, and
efficiency.
It is thus possible for

The two - valve set can be used
with headphones, or when near a
broadcasting station it is sufficiently
powerful to operate a loud speaker.
Should the distance from the broadcasting station be considerable, loud
speaker volume can be had by the
addition of the Marconiphone twostage voice amplifier.

instrument with perfect confidence.
By means of the interchangeable

· The sets are being demonstrated
daily at the showrooms of Amalgamated Wireless (A/sia), Limited,
and their novel features appeal to
all who see and hear them.
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Abbreviation.
Question.
P R B
Do you wish to communicate with
my station by means of International Signal Code?
QRA
What is the name of your station ?
QRB
How far are you from my station?
QRC
QRD
QRF
QRG
QRH
QRJ
QRK
QRL
QRM
QRN
QRO
QRP
QRQ
QRS
QRT
QRU
QRV
QRW
QRX
QRY
QRZ
QSA
QSB
QSC
QSD
QSF

Answer or Advice.
I wish to communicate with your station by means of the International
S·ignal Code.
This station is - - -.
The distance between our stations is
---nautical miles.
My true bearings are -degrees.
I am bound for - - - .
I am coming from
I belong to - - - .

What are your true bearings?
Where are you bound?
Where are you coming from?
To what company or line of navigation do you belong?
What is your wave-length?
How many words have you to
transmit?
How are you receiving?
Are you receiving badly? Shall I
transmit . . . - . 20 times for
you to adjust your apparatus?
Are you being interfered with'/
Are the atmospherics very strong?
Shall I increase my power?
Shall I decrease my power ?
Shall I transmit faster?
Shall I transmit slower?
Shall I stop transmitting?
Have you a nything for me ?
Are you ready?
Are you busy ?

My wave-length is - - - metres.
I have - - -. words to transmit.
I am receiving well.
I
am
receiving badly .
Transmit
. . . . 20 times for me.

Shall I stand by ?
What is my turn ?
Are my signals weak?
Are my signals strong?
f Is my tone bad?
1 Is my spark bad ?
Is my spacing bad?
Let us compare watches. My time
is - -. What is your time?
Are the r a diotelegrams to be
transmitted alternately or in
series?

QSG
QSH
QSJ
QSK
QSL
QSM
QSN
QSO

Q

s,

p

QSQ
QSR
QST
QSU
QSV
Q

s

w

QSX
QSY

What is the rate per word to - - ?
Is the last radiotelegram cancelled ?
Have you got the receipt?
What is your true course ?
Are you communicating with land?
Are you in communication with
another station (or with - - ) ?
Shall I signal to --that you are
calling him?
Am I being called by - - ?
Will you despatch the radiotelegram?
Have you received a general call ?
Please call me when you have
finished (or at - - o'clock)?
Is public correspondence engaged?
Must I increase the frequency of
my spark?
Must I diminish the frequency of
my spark?
Shall I transmit with a wavelength of - - metres?

QSZ
QTA

I

I am being interfered with.
The atmospherics are very strong.
Increase your power.
Decrease your power.
Transmit faster.
Transmit slower.
Stop transmitting.
I have nothing for you .
I am ready. All is in order.
I am busy with another station (-or
with - - - ) . Please do not interrupt.
Stand by. I will call you at - - - o'clock (or when required) .
Your turn is No.
Your -s ignals are weak.
Your signals · are strong.
The tone is bad.
}
The spark is bad. f
Your spacing is bad.
The time is - - - .
The radiotelegrams are to be transmitted alternately.
The transmission will be in series of
5 radiotelegrams.
The transmission will be in series of
10 radiotelegrams.
The rate per word is - - -.
· The last radiotelegram is cancelled.
Please give a receipt.
My true course is - - - degrees.
I am not communicating with land.
I am in communication with - - (through the medium of - - - ) .
Inform - -- that I am calling him.
You are being called by - - -.
I will forward the radlotelegram.
I have received a general call for all
stations.
I will call you when I have finished.
Public
correspondence
is
engaged.
Please do not interrupt.
Increase the frequency of your spark.
Diminish the frequency of your spark.
Let us transfer to the wave length of
-·- -· metres.
Transmit each word twice.
I have
difficulty in receiving your signals.
Transmit each radlotelegram twice. I
have difficulty in receiving your
signals; or. Repeat the radiotelegram you have just sent. Reception doubtful.
I have traffic to transmit to you.

Have you any traffic to transmit
to me?
In addition to these signals, which, it will be observed, are uniform in construction,
the following signals of the International Telegraph Code may be used in these
communications:
Repeat sign (as well as mark of interrogation).
Understood.
Wait.

QTC
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Coil Winding
A

GREAT many of the coils used
in radio sets are far from being of
the low loss type, some of those you
buy being very poor from a high freq~ncy viewpoint. You can do much
be ter by building your own coils in
mo t cases.
·
A good cardboard tube makes a
very good form for winding coils on,
and can easily be procured. It may
be waterproofed by dipping it in hot
paraffin. If the coil is to be tapped,
it may be done in any of the following ways: The taps may be taken
off in the easiest manner by winding

the two six inch ends together on the where they pass through the tube, and
inside of the tube.
Another good- use a flexible wire connection for the
The quickest way of the three
looking job is done by using the same tap.
size cardboard form and using a half is that of A.
A better form than solid cardboard,
inch hard rubber strip.
Wind ten
turns on the tube, and on the tenth hard rubber or composition is that of
turn slip the hard rubber strip under a skeleton form shown in the drawThis should consist of
that turn; the 11th to 19th turns a rc ings at D.
wound on the tube as before, and the · two end rings and 6 or 8 flat strips
20th turn wound over the rubber to support the coil on. Hard rubber
strip and so on until the coil is wourn1. is a good material to use, although any
'rhe rubber strip is used as a base so other good dielectric may be used.
the taps may be soldered to turns on The idea in a good coil is to use the
top of the strip.
The insulation is least supports possible. If a coil can
removed from the turns, where they be made self-supporting, all the better, because air is a good dielectric.
When coils are wound on a form, it
END P1£C£S
is a good idea to separate the turn;;.
This can be done by winding two turns
on at the same time, but only using
one of the t urns, the other being a
dummy that is discarded when the coil
is wound. You can also make a good
STRIPS
coil by using heavy insulated wir1:;,
D
such as double cotton covered number
22 or 24.
pass over the strip and leads soldered
3AR.
to them to be run to switch points.
The various ways of making taps THE Associated Radio Co. 's station,
are shown in drawings A, B and C.
3AR, has made a start in the new
In · the first, insulation should be re- studio in Elizabeth Street, Melbourne,
moved where the taps are twisted and whilst improved modulation is
near the cardboard tube, and also on noticed, a drop in signal strength is
the ends so they may be soldered to apparent. However, this station inthe switch contacts.
In the second tends shortly to increase its power to
method if the insulation is removed 2KW, when this latter defect will
near the coil after the taps have been probably be overcome. Arrangements
passed through, it will only be neces- have been made with the Victorian
sary to . carry one wire through the Railways Commissioner for the broadinside of the tube. A neat way would casting of interesting items of railway
be to solder the two wires together news every Friday evening at 8 p.m.

ii [I fl (Q)!~
A

B

C

on a certain number of turns, and
the wire twisted together at that point
so as to make a 5 or 6 inch loop, and
a certain number of turns again
wound on the tube, and the next tap
made in a similar manner.
Or, you
can make a neater looking job by
winding on a certain number of turns
before making a tap, and then allow
six inches for a tap ; push a hole in
the tube, and push the wire through
it; push another hole in the tube about
a quarter inch from the other, and
close to the last turn of wire, and
allow six inches for a tap and join

ALL WIRELESS SETS AND REQUISITES
.&llE OBTAINAllLE AT -

SWAINS, t t 9a

LOWEST PRICES -

FltOK

and 123 Pitt St.. Sydney

A FEW DOORS FROM THE G.P.0.
CRYSTAL RECEIVING SETS, from 25/-. Operative up to 25 mlle1
from Sydney.
ONE-VALVE RECEIVING BETS, from t5/10/ ·, Operat!Te •P to 100
mile111 tram Sydney.
TWO, Lnd UP TO SIX VALVE, from £28, Operative up to 5,000 miles
from Sydney.
To INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY of YOUR CRYSTAL SET BUY OUR .
ONE-VALVE AMPLIFIER-Ready to conneot UP-Price l6; or the
TWO-VALVE AMPLIFIER-which will operate a Loud 8p•kerPrice £9.

- W E SELLTHE F AXOtrS FROST FITTINGS, all makea ef 'Phonu and Leud
Speakers - THE trNITED DISTRIBtrTOllS, LTD., HOKli: ASSEKBLY
SETS and RADIOVOX: BETS - STERLING 4-VALVE and II-VALVE
SETS, Loud Speaken &nd Phones - GALENA, ZINCITE, BOllNITE,
MOLYBDENITE, IRON PYRITES, AtrSTRALITE CRYSTALS.
ALL THE LATES'l'
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Various Connections for Dry Cells
JN

another article we tell the voltage used and current consumed by
the various valves, and here we show
how the dry cells should be connected
when used with the standard valves
sold to-day. There are dozens of other
valves sold, but complete data on them
is lacking. Whichever you purchase,
be guided by the instructions usually
contained in the carton with the
valve.
We will start out with the WD type

The arrows
more for your money.
point to the filament circuit containing the rheostat which is connected
in the negative lead.
Figure 2 is that of three dry cells
in series for use with UV199, 0299
and DVl valves. Three cells in series
give you 4½ volts. Directly under this
is shown two such groups in parallel,
but there is no economy in such an
arrangement when one valve is used.

I

©

The rheostats to use witlr the various
valves are as follow :-WD type, 6
ohms; 199, 299 and DVl, 25 to 30
ohms; 201a, 301a and DV2, 25 to 30
ohms ; while for the 200 and 300 is
6 ohms, and should be a vernier ·for
critical filament current adjustment.

20 la.

WD.

Figure 3 shows 4 dry cells connectof valve, because they will operate on
This arrangement is ed in series so as to give us 6 volts
one dry cell.
shown in Figure 1. Directly under for the UV201a, 0301a and DV2
Directly under them is the
it is shown two dry cells connected valves.
in parallel, which is the most economi- two groups 'in parallel to give us the
cal way with WD valves. By this is most economical discharge rate for the
The same arrangement is
meant, tests have shown that one dry dry cells.
, cell will Jast about 75 hours, and two , used for UV200 or 0300 when you
in parallel will last more than twice have not a storage battery, but they
Probably three
as long or 175 hours.
In this way will not last long.
or
four
nights.
you get 12½ more hours service from
If more than one valve is used in
each dry cell, or about 16 p er cent.

-QUALITY

IN

RA DI 0

£7/10/ ·

33/ 6
25/ -

DURHAM Variable Grid

By series connection is meant the
positive or centre terminal of the dry
cell is connected to the negative or
outer terminal of the next cell, and so
on. When t he groups are connected
in parallel, we connect the negative
of one group to the negative of the
next, and the positive of the groups
together.
Some beginners think the
cells are short circuited when that
happens, as there appears to be a continuous connection of the cells, but
they forget, or do not know, that when
you connect the negative to negative,
current does not flow, due to the law
that like poles repel and unlike attract.

APPARATUS-

STROMBERG-CARLSON40/ -

Radio Head Set, 2-A
Loud Speaker, 1-A, with Cord a nd Plug ..
Transformer Audio, 3-A ..
Transmitter, 7-L ..
Radio Jacks, Plugs, etc.

Factory
hepresenta tives:

your set, you should add twice the
number of dry cells for each valve.
When a set uses several valves, it is
economy to get a storage battery. If
the WD valves are used, a single storage cell of two volts is enough. When
a single storage cell is used, you will
have to be careful of the rheostat and
not turn it on as much as usual. In
fact, the first turn of wire is sufficient,
but, better still, use a 10 ohm rheostat.
Or, if you do not wish to change rheostats, put a fixed resistance in series
with the filament line to make up
the difference.

JEWELL
Radio Measuring Instruments, built for accu racy and to
la st.

A-B Battery T esters , R. F. Meters, Wave Meters,

Valve Tester, (}rid Leak Tester, etc.
Leak, 2 to 10 Megs., 4/ 6.

L. P. R. BEAN & CO. LTD., 229 Castlereagh Street, Sydney

Melboune: H. G. 8MALL & CO., 360 P.O. Place.
Brisbane: S. H . SMITH, 299 Adela id e Street .
Adehide: CHAS. AT KIKS & CO. , LT D .. 90
Currie Street.
Perth: T . MUIR & CO., 99 William Street.
Hobart: J. COOPER, 90 H a rrington Street.
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2FC
BROADCASTING

TIMES.

cAL£1Y:.¥i~
11V3, 1~~;-NEY,
W a ve Length: 1100 metres.
Power: 5 kilowatts.
Midday Session :
12.55 The Chimes of 2FO.
12.58 Time Signals from Farme,r's Master
Clock.
1.0 Coastal
Farmers'
Market
reports,
::;tock Exchange information, Weather information, ''Sydney Morning
Herald" news service, Reuter ' s antl
Australian Press Association cable~,
"Evening News" mid<lay n e w s se,1·vice.
1.30 Close down.

Educational Session:
3.0 1~11e special EUucation Session, whh:h
has been arraugetl by th e N .8. "
Department of J£duca tion, will be
lleld on Monda.rs, Tuesdays, w .-~Jnesdays, and Tllursdays of ead1
week.
Friday, Musical Program.me
from 3 p.m. to 3.4G p.rn.

3.3 The Chimes of 21<'0.
3.50 Musical Programme.
Afternoon Stock E xchange iuforma tiou,
late Weatller information, "Eveniug
News'' afternoon news i:;ervice.
4.0 Close down .

Early Evening Session :
0.30 '.I.he Chimes of 2FC.
6.33 Children's Hour.
7.10 Dalgety's Market reports (wool, wheat,
stockJ , fruit and. vegetaiJle markets,
late :Sto<.:k Bx.change information,
'\Veather News, .Shippings News, late
''Eve,niug
News"
news
service,
Ret1ter·s and Australian Press .Associa tiou ca bles.
7.20 Close down.
NIGHT E-ESSION:
7.55 The Chimes of 2FC.
8.0 Musical Progru.mme.
The evening entertainment broadcast
from 1::,tu tion 2.FC is varied and inclmles Theatrical transmissions from
the Theatre Royal, Her Majesty's
1'heatre, 'l'he Crit~rion Theatre, 'l'he
Palace Tlleatre, The Tivoli rl 'lleatre,
Haymarket 'l'llea tre a nd the Prince
Edward '.l.'heatre.
Jazz music provided by the Vfentworth
Orchestra is also broaUcast llirect,
and high-class musical entet tainmen ts provided at the Studios of
21<'0, in which Sydney's leading
artists 11articipete, are also features
of the progralllme.
SATURDAY : Midday, early evening
and evening sessions as on week
days, afternoon session as foUows :3.lS The Chimes of 2FC.
3. 18 to 3.45: Late Sporting informntion.
8.45 Close down .
SUNDAY: No midday, afternoon or
early e-ven ing seSsion. Church Services from one of several Churches,
.comm encing at honr appointed for
Divine Service, accor ding to
tl.te
Church, and varied by some Sacred
Concert from the Studio of 2FC.
10.0 Close down.
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BROADCASTING TIMES.

BROADCASTING TIMES,
Melb,>urne Mean Time.
Wave Length: 1720 metres.
MOii'DAY TO FRIDAY :

Perth Mean Time.
Wave Length: 1250 metres.

Midday Session:
12.30 Tune in to gramophone.
12.35 Market Reports of The
F armers. Limited.
12.38 News Service.
12.42 Weather Reports.
12.44 Gramophone Items.
T}ime Signal.

Westrallan

12.55 Time Signals.
Argus·" and " Herald"
News :s'ervice, H.euter's and ti1e
Australian Press Association Cables.
0

g

to
Gramophone and Pfane1a.
1.30
1.31 Close down.
Afternoon Session :

Ear)J Eveninr Session:

rr une in to G-ramop110ne.
7.10 Bedtime Storie:s.
7.45 Market Report.
7.57 Weather .ltepor t .
8.U 'l'ime :Signal.
Kl News Ua bles.

-

t

6.30 Children's
7.0

8.0

Hour;
" Ililly
Bunny"
Stories.
" Argus" and ' Ht'!rald" News Service,
1-teuter's and the Australian Press
Association Cn bles.
0

Theatrical
Items,
L ectures,
and instrumental items.

EVENING SESSION:
~u tertaiument.

SATURDAY:

See list hereunder.
Lt::,c LUre;
8.45,
Wesfarmers' urcbestra.
Tuesday:
8. 10, l:'ro!eis:siomd Concert.
Wednesday: 8 .10, Theatre or Hall Broadcasting.
Thursday :
8 . 10, J:'rofessioual Uoncert.
.b'riday:
8.10,
Concert Evening and
Lecture.
Sunday:
7 .20, Church Service.
Saturday :
8.15, Wesfarmers' Stud.io Orchestra.
8.10,

SATURDAY:
Midday Session :
'l 'une in to Gramophone.
l~.5 Market Reports or 'l111e
!!'armer s' Ltd.
12 .10 News :Service.
l~.l,j Weather l:teport.
· 1~. lti Gramophone and Pianola,
LO 'l 'ime Sigrial.
1.1 Close down.

Yocal

TUESDAY NIGHT,
Carlyon's (St. Kilda ) Dance Orchestra.

J

Monday:

3 .30 .Musical programme.
4.45 ''Argus" and " Herald" News Se•r vice.

Evening Session:

7.5

l

Afternoon Session:

Early Evening Session :

3.30 Tune in to Pianola.
3 .35 l ~)Jecial
prog1·amrne,
comprising
tu
} 'l'a1ks, Grawo}JL10ue, Pianola, \Yes4.0
J tra1ian lfarmers' StUlUo Orchestra.
4. 1 Ulose uuwn.

8.10
to

Midday Session :

l:l.O

tVestralian

Early Evening Session:
7.5 Tune iu to Gramophon e.
7 .10 B edtime Stories.
7.43 Market R e,ports.
7.57 W eath er l:teport.
Evening S ession:
8.0 Time Signal.
8.2 News Cables.
8.15 \Ves fa rmer s' Studio Orc:llestra.

Midday Session:

12.55 Time Signals. "Argus" aud " Herald' '
News ~ervice, Reuter' s and the
Australian Press Associatiou Cables.
Afternoon Session :
3.15 Musical programme .
4 ,0 " Herald' ' News Service.

R esults of
Races and other sporting events
broadcasted immediately details received.

Ea.rly E vening Session:
t>.Ou Children's
Hour;
"Billy
Bunny"
Stories.
7.0 " Argus" and "Herald " News Service,
Ftnal Sporting Results.
8.0 Vocal a nd Ins trumental Concerts,

SUNDAY :

Afternoon Session:
3. U P leasan t Sunday Afternoon
fr om Wesley Cburcll..
Early Evening Session:
6.30 Children's
Hour;
" Billy
Stories.
i.O Churcll Ser vice.

Evenin.g Session :
8.30 Concer ts from the St udio.

Services
B unny"

.. RADIO"
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THE GROWTH OF WIRELESS.

2BL
BROADCASTING TIMES.
Sydney Mean Time,
Wave Length: 350 metre1.

Midday Session,

l

12
to
2 p.m.

~

J

Musical Programme, with New1
Reports supplied b7 "The
Guardian."

Afternoon Session.
3

}

to
5

Musical Prog'ramme, with
Reports supplied b7
Guardian.''

Newa
"The

Early Evening Session,
7

Nursery Rhymes and Bedtime Stories.
7.45. Pitt, Son , & Badgery Stock Ex change Reports.

Night Session,
8 Nightly Concert.

EVENING

ENTERTAINMENT.

Monday:

~·Jazz" night, with vocal items
from the Studio.
Tueoday,
Classical Studio Concert.
Wednesday: Dance Night.
Thursday :
Broadcasters' Popillar Concert.
Friday:

Saturday :
Sunday :

"Jazz" night, with popular
item• from tlle Studio.
Popular Concert.
Classical and Opera tic Concert.

(From "The Telegraph and Telephone Age," New York.)
A LITTLE over two years ago the
United States had one broadcasting station. Now it has 548 stations,
3,000,000 radio receiving sets in the
country, 10,000,000 listeners-in day
after day and night after night,
1,000,000 directly or indirectly connected with or employed in the wireless industry, 3,000 manufacturers of
radio supplies, 1,000 wholesale distributors and jobbers of radio, 25,000
dealers of wireless of all kinds, 1,000
newspapers which carry radio programmes and radio news columns,
1,000 weeklies with radio sections, 30
radio periodicals, 50 radio magazine,-;
carrying radio sections, 250 popular
and technical books written on radio,
seven radio trade papers circulating
among jobbers and manufacturer<.;
only, 1,000,000 dollars estimated C~'{penditure by the American public
during the year 1923 for radio ma terial of all descriptions and make
by the radio amateurs, 1'.'adio enthusiasts and radio fans .

Mention ··Radio" when cornmuoi<'atfng wttb Ad,..ertlsers.

3AR
BROADCASTING TIMES.
Melbourne Mean Time.
Wave~length: 480 metres.

MONDAY TO SATURDAY,
MGrning Session:
11.0 Musical Items .
11.45 Weather Report, Stock Exchange Information.
12.0 Time Signal, Close Down.

Afternoon Session :
3 . 0 Musical Items.
3.30 Weather Report, Afternoon Stock EJ,:.
change News.
4.0 Time Signal, Close Down.

EVENING PROGRAMME,
7.0 Children ' s Corner, by "Uncle Rad."
7.35 01.osing Stock Exchange News.
7.45 Weather and latest Market Reports.
News Bulletin.
8 .0 Vocal and Instrumental Concerts.
10.0 Close down.

SUNDAY,
Afternoon Session:
3 to 4 Musical Items.
EVENING PROGRAMME.
7.0 Children's Corner, by "Uncle Rad."
7.30 Vocal and Instrumental Items .(Church
Services announced) .
9.30 Close down.
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Our ·London Letter
( By Our Special Corresvondent.)

THE WIRELESS EXHIBITIONS.

HE two recent wireless exhibitions have provided a
good start for the British
winter season, although
the trade has really had no
genuine cause for complaint this sum-

warmer months and longer evenings,
but this summer tp.e falling-off has
not been as great as anticipated.
In spite of the bad weather, wireless sets have been used more and
more outdoors this year. Probably
this is in no small way caused by . the

than if accumulators were carried.
However, the two wireless exhibitions have done good in that they
have brought before the public the
fact that the wireless season-the winter-is upon us and that it is now
time to think of buying a wireless set
to while away the long winter evenings. Attendances at the two exhibitions were, also, quite reasonably
good, which shows that wireless enthusiasm has come to stay and is not
-as so many of the critics prophesied
-a mere passing fancy.
THE HIGH POWER STATIONS.

Earl Haig, at right, photographed at 2LO, London, during his radio broadcasted
appeal to the Nation, asking English people to assist ex-soldiers who have been
out of work since the Armistice.

mer. The radio trade naturally expects to drop off slightly during the

introduction of dry battery valves
which enable a set to be more portable

The high power station at Chelmsford, 5XX, which works on 25 kilowatts and has been heard all over
Europe, it within a few months to be
moved to another site in the Midlands. At the moment of writing,
the definite spot has not been settled,
and will be somewhere '' between
Gloucester and King's Lynn,'' which,
of course, may be practically anywhere in the Midlands.
There is no doubt that the highpower station has been a tremendous
success-from both the public and the
British Broadcasting Co's. view. Its
cry~tal range of at least a hundred
miles has enabled listeners to buy
crystal sets which would otherwise be
out of range and obviated the neces,sity of investing in valve apparatus
were they dependent on the ordinary
local broadcasting station.
The removal of the high-power
stations to the Midlands will enable a
far larger number of prospective listeners to be included within the hun-

i:!5e525cS25c'.5?.5"2.:~52.S?~~"'c.::,'c.525i!r-:,c--icoc,=c::,,:-::,c;-:,~;:11::1c-:,

~
~
~

" The Theatre, Society and Home"
LIKE WIRELESS IT TOUCHES ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD

C:..

~
~

[~

~

After Reading Please Pass on to a F ricnd . Larger Circulation Means More Advertise~
ments
More Advertisements Me,rn Extra News, Pars, and Home Chatter.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY.
SOLD BY ALL BOOKSTALLS.
HEAD OFFICE: 16 BOND STREET, SYDNEY.
Branches: 100 King St., MELBOURNE; 7G Eliznbrtb ~t .. BRTSRANE; 32 Waymouth St., ADEJ,AIOE.
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\\rhy are you doing it ?

Wrecking your Wireless Set
Why insert condensers to which
you give the benefit of the doubt.
Why not be sure-have no doubt.
There can be no doubt about a:
product that has 25 years' reputa~
tion to maintain.

Ask your Dealer for
Ormond' s No. 2 Condenser

We Specialise in Turning

Brass and Steel Screws and machined parts 6£ all

descriptions and accessories.

ORMOND Engineering Co.
199 PENTONVILLE ROAD, KING'S CROSS

Mentiou "ltaUio" when communicating wllh AdYertiscrs.

LONDON, ENGLAND
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d;red miles range, as the present posi
tion of the station at Chelmsford is
so near the coast that a large section
of the hundred miles circle consists
of sea.
For this high-power station one
hundred miles is by no means a generous estimate of its crystal range.
Under normal conditions good reception can be obtained on a crystal at
this range and audible reception can .
be obtained at a distance of two hundred miles or more.
0

· LONG DISTANCE RECEPTION

Reports have reached the British
Broadcasting Co. of reception of 5XX
from all parts of Europe, both on
crystal and valve sets, while notice
has arrived of crystal reception even
in Spain, a distance of about eight
hundred miles. With the winter coming on, the question of long distance
reception will come into prominence
once more and a few of last year's
long distance records are sure to be
exceeded.
One of the latest reports of long

This is Mr. W. B. Magner, of San
Pedro, Calif., who recently worked
. two-way radio communication with
Mr. Frank Bell, of Waihemo, N.Z.

distance reception in this country is
the reception by an amateur at Herne
Bay, Kent, England, of signals from
an amateur in Australia. The signals
were weak, but readable, in spite of
atmospheric interference.
Another feat of long distance reception is the two-way signals exchanged a week or so ago between two
amateurs, one in England and the
other in New Zealand. These signals
were carried on in Morse code, of
course, but this forms a record to
date for amateurs' achievements.
A distance of over 7,000 miles has
also been covered by wireless amateurs in Johannesburg, South Africa,
who, after several months of experimenting, have received signals from
Pittsburgh, U.S.A. A five-valve <iet
was used in this case.
These examples all point to the increased distances which are being covered by wireless amateurs all the
world over and it is to be hoped that
the approach of winter, and its dark
evenings, will help the good work forward of spanning the world.

To Advertisers!
FOR

SPEED

AND

QUALITY GET
YOUR

BLOCKS

MADE AT

BEN JORDAN
LTD.

Macdonell House,
PITT STREET, SYDNEY.
'Phone: City 4030.

THE GIFT SUPREME.

''LEVIAPHONE'' SENIOR
CRYSTAL SETS.
Th ey mectn honrs of exalted joy , not only during Xmas.
Gua r a n teed Br a ybrook ,
bu t throughout t he whole year.
'!ave Leng th (20· mi.le rad.ius), and. complete with one pair
o~ Hpadph0nes, aerial wire and rnsulators. W ill carry
three pairs of phones.
For . . . . . . . . . . £

3/ 3/ASTROPHONE CRYSTAL SETS.

T he De . Luxe Model is i n velvet-lined case, with patent
sp_rrng h~; the idea l present; just a nice convenient size ;
w_1ll fit m your sui t case for the holidays . F itt ed with
n 1ckel: platerl .fittings. Guaranteed Braybrook wave length
(2?-m1le. rndms) w ithout headphones a nd a er ittl wire.
For . . . . , . . .
£
Accessones, 30/- ext ra.

3/lO/-

W r ite for Illustra t ed Catalog.
W e S tock all Sets a nd
Accessories.

I.BIATMAII
PTY,, LTD,,

Cr. Swanston and Bourke Sts., MELBOURNE.

lfentlon "Radio" when communlcatlne with Ad•ertleeni.
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The ;Home Constructor's
Wireless Guide
By W. JAMES

A Real Guide at Last
This is undoubtedly the best book published for those making their own wireless
apparatus.

We do not ask you to take our word for this.

you will agree.

Examine the book, and

Questions are anticipated and answered or explained.

of Valve and Crystal Sets is thoroughly dealt with.

Every part

Whether you desire to make

transformers, variometers, vario-couplers, any type of coil or frame aerial, you will
find it all in this book.
Not only does it tell you how to make apparatus but instructs you in the theoretical
details and principles of wireless at the same time.

GET A COPY AT ONCE AND IT WILL SOLVE YOUR DIFFICULTIES.

Price

- - -

(Postage, 6d.)

4f6

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS,
OR

The Wireless Press
97 CLARENCE STREET, SYDNEY.
44 MA~KET STREET,

MELBOURNE.

AUSTRALASIA CHAMBERS,
WELLINGTON, N.Z.

Mentloa ,.Radio" when communlca ting with advertieer1.
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A Super Five-Valve Receiver
Switch and Jack Controls Permit of any Combination from One to
Five Valves
Two Stages of R.F. Amplification, Detector and Two Stages of L.F. Amplification
THIS unique receiver is a combination of nine circuits. It consists of. a one-valve · detector circui-t·; detector and
one stage of A.F. amplification; detector and two stag·e3 of A.F. amplification; one stage of R.F. a,'..,plification and
detectc-r; ~';'o ~-tages of R.F. amplification and detector; one stage of R.F. amplification, detector and one stage of
A.F. _amphf1cat1on; one stage of R.F. amplification, detector and two stages of A.F. amplification; two stages of R.F.
amplification, detector and one stage of A.F. amplification; t-:,vo stages of R.F. amplification, detector and two stages
of A.F. amplification.

N previous issues two receiver circuits which have
become famous for their
high efficiency and selectivity · were
described.

The steady advance of wireless telephony has, however, brought with it
quite a multiplicity of circuits
and principles, but herewith is published a receiving circuit, which is al-

B

ready practically a standard for
broadcast reception and general receiving purposes.
It employs in the high frequency·
stages amplification by means of the

D

January 7, 11)25.
' ' Tuned Anode Method, '' which consists of connecting into the plate circuit of each valve a tuned circuit
comprising an inductance shunted by
a tuning condenser.
Tuned anode amplification is the
invention of Dr. Alexanderson, of the
Radio Corporation of America, and is
covered by Commonwealth Letters
Patent No. 18404/ 20 . . It is part icularly applicable to amplification on
wave-lengths between 200 and 2000
metres, and is useful in even shorter
waves. For wave-lengths greater than
2000 metres, it is usually replaced by
partially tuned or resistance-capacity
coupling methods which give easier
manipulation.
Before describing the principle of
tuned anode amplification, we will
refer to the circuit diagram, Fig. 1.
The primary circuit is comprised of
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a single coil, which inay be of the hand position, cuts out of circuit the
honeycomb .· or some vther approved first valve and connects the second
type, and . a tuning condenser con~ valve direct to the aerial inductance.
nected to a suitable switch by When it is placed in the right hand
means of which they may be con- position, however, it connects the gr id
nected either in series or in parallel circuit of the second valve t o the plate
in the aerial· circuit. This, of course, of the first through a suitable grid
is very convenient, since a maximum stopping condenser which is provided
band of wave-lengths can be covered with a resistance leak to the negawith a minimum number of induc- tive p ole of the filament battery in
tance coils. Connected .directly across the usual way. In this position of
the aerial inductance coil is the grid the switch, the first valve acts as a
and filament of the first valve, the detector and amplifier of the high
latter throu gh a potentiomet er , the frequency oscillations induced in the
use of which is described later. Be- aerial and passes them over to the
tween the p ositive terminal of the second valve for further amplificahigh tension battery and the plate of tion.
the valve is joined the tuned anode
To obtain efficient amplification,
element consisting of an inductance
and variable condenser.
With the the difference of potential set up
plate circuit is associated a two-pole across the tuned circuit connected t o
two-way switch of the ant i-capacity the plate of valve- 1, and, therefore,
type which when placed in the left- between the grid and filament .of

H

Ci
F

vs

L s.

L 5heear. P"-

Pictorial diagram of the Five-valve Receiver ~erewith described. Details of component parts are as follow· - SP Series-parallel Switch; C1, Aerial Tuning Condenser (variable .001 mfd.) ,; A, Aeria l Coil ; C2, 1st An ode Condens_e r (va ri able, ·?002-.0005 mfd.) ; B, 1st
Anode Coil; C3, Second Anode Condenser (variable, .0002-.0005 mfd.); D, Second Anode Coil; E, Re-action C~il;
Stopping Condenser (.00025); sand S1 , Switches for Radio Frequency Valves; CS, Grid Condenser (.0003 mfd. );. Land L1, Grid Leaks (2_ megoh ms );
H and H1, Cut-out Jacks; C6, By-pass Condenser (.001 mfd.); J and J1, Audio Frequency Transformers; K, Grid-Bias Battery ; LS, Loud-speaker ; M. High Tension Battery ; C7, High Tension Battery By-pass Co nde nser (1 to 2 mfds. ); N, Low Te nsi on Battery;
R1, R2, R3, R4, Filament Resistances; P. Potentiometer (300 ohms) ; V1 and V2, Radio Frequency Amplifying Valves; V3, Detector Valve ; V4 and V5, Audio Frequency Amplif y ing Valves.

C4,

.. R>..D10"

P.age 670

valve 2 should be as high as possible.
The ohmic resistance of the inductance coil in the tuned circuit is, of
course, very small, as is also the current in the plate circuit of the first
valve; thus, the variation of potential
created across the inductance by the
variation of the plate current, calculated by Ohms Law, will be very small
indeed.
The principle depends entirely on the phenomena of electric

difference of potential is set up across
it by the high frequency passed on
from the aerial.
This difference becomes greater, the greater. the value
of inductance and the smaller the condenser capacity.
The ratio of inductance to capacity is, however, limited by the range over which the circuit is required to be tuned with one
value of inductance coil.
The grid
stopping condenser previously re-
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placed in their right hand positions
each serves as radio frequency amplifier. The third valve, when connected
to either the first or second by means
of the second switch, functions as a
detector.
The remaining two valves
act as audio frequency amplifiers,
and are coupled by means of iron core
transformers, the primaries of which
are connected to suitable jacks, so
that the telephones or loud speaker

G7

M
1..5.

- - + - - ~ - - ~ - - ~ - - - ~ . . . . . , _ ~ 4 - - . , ! . . I + 11111111
p

N

Fig. 1.-Wiring Diagram of Five-valve Receiver herewith described. The lettering in this circuit diagram is identica l with
that in the pictorial.

resonance. Without going into a
mathematical proof of the principle it
will be sufficient to state that when an
oscillatory circuit is tuned to an applied frequency, provided the inductance and capacity is suitably proportioned its impedance to that frequency may be made extremely high,
so that, although the circuit _offers
very little resistance to the direct current flowing through it, a considerable

£erred to is necessary to prevent the
positive potential from the high tension battery from reaching the grid
of valve 2, which, of course, would
prevent the latter from functioning.
Having briefly considered the principle of tuned anode amplification, we
may now return to the circuit diagram. The connections of the second
valve are similar to those of the first,
and with the two intervalve switches

may be plugged into the plate circuit
of either or of the rectifying valve as
desired.
Regeneration is provided
between the rectifying valve and the
first tuned anode circuit, although
this may be introduced between the
aerial or the second valve if required.
The operation of the switches between
the first and second and the second
and third valves will facilitate the
( Continued on page 672.)

Wireless Receiving Sets Made to Order
I am prepared to make sets of any
design, either complete or parts only.

- VICTOR MARKS' Radio House
BEAMISH STREET, CAMPSIE.
Mention °Radio" when communicating with .Advertisers.
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Result of
16 Years'
Experience

BRITISH
MADE.

Briefly, our success in perfecting the reception of wireless telephony may be
attributed to matching accurately the tones of the two earpieces and ensuring the
absolute harmony of one with the other. This means added volume and a clarity
of reception unattainable in any other way.
Brandes "Matched Tone" headphones have no peer for Jong range reception, and
are eminently suitable for the enthusiast who desires contact with distant stations.
They bring in the weakest signals with consistency.
OBTAINABLE FROM ALL RADIO DEALERS.
Sole Australasian Distributors:

PRICE

35(Collins Street,

97

MELBOURNE.
Manufactured in England by Brandes, Limited.

cMatched Tone

TB.AD.IC
ENQUIRIES
INVITED.

TRADE

MARK

Radio Headphones
ll(entlon "Radio" when co111munlcating with Ad'l'ertisera.
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A Super-Five Valve
Receiver
( Continued from page 670.)
tuning of the two anode circuits. In
wiring, care should be taken to make
the grid leads to the switches as short
as possible, and connections should be
made with stiff, well-spaced wires. At
first, a little difficulty may be experienced in tuning the high frequency
stages, particularly when employing
the first two valves, but a little experience and the use of the switches will
soon enable this to be quickly accomplished with ease. It will be noticed
that a potentiometer across the filament battery enables varying potentials to be applied to the grids of the
first three valves.
For a certain adjustment of this potential tuning becomes flattened, thus rendering the
circuits easier to manipulate, although
this will be accompanied by some loss
in signal strength. The filament brilliancy of each radio frequency amplifying valve, and of the detector valve,

is controlled by a separate filament
rheostat, whilst a fourth controls the
two audio frequency amplifying
valves in parallel.
This provision
enables one or more to be switched out
of service without affecting the filament supply current to the remainder.
The flexibility of this circuit should
appeal to every experimenter who desires a combination receiver suitable
for nearby or long distance work. A
table of the required aerial circuit inductance coils and condenser for various wave ranges appeared in Radio,
No. 44.
Additional particulars of apparatus
required are :Tuned anode condensers .0002 to
.0005 mfds.
Bi-pass condenser across H.T. Battery, 1 or 2 mfds.
Grid stopping condensers, .00025
mfds.
Tuned anode coils,· according to
wave-length.
Grid leaks, 2 megohms.
Filament resistances, 10 ohms for
bright valves, 30 ohms for .06 amp
dull emitters.
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BEARS LISTEN-IN.

DO

bears like radio music? According to the caretaker of the lodge
on the icy rim of Crater Lake, Oregon, they do when the broadcasting
station announcer's work is '' short
and snappy.''
Fr:om his isolated snow-bound position, almost a mile and a half above
sea level, John Malsy, caretaker of
the lodge, has written to KGO, the
Pacific Coast General Electric Station.
'' Two wild bears come to the lodge
for food, '' his letter reads, '' and I
have named them 'Hans' and 'Fritz. '
To-night, after locking up my ham
and bacon, I let them into my living
quarters, and switched on the loudspeaker. They didn't like 'HM,' your
announcer, and became nervous when
he spoke. But when the Arion Trio
came on they sat down and were as
quiet as mice. ''

(Nothing Else is as good as "RADION"
Radion is manufactured especially for radio work and far excels
any other material in the four main characteristics required :
1. Low angle phase difference
2. Low dielectric constant
3. Highresistivity
4. Low absorption of moisture.
Radion is beautiful in appearance. It is easily worked by skilled
and unskilled ahke without danger of chipping or cracking. In price,
Radion is far more economical than any inferior substitute material.
Sets built with Radion panels and parts (dials, sockets, knobs, insulators, etc.) cannot help but give better results-the great supremacy
of Radion insures much better reception with far less distortion than
can be obtained from any other material.
Do not be satisfied with cheap makeshifts, always look for the name
Radion stamped on every panel and part-it is your guarantee of the
genuine.

International Radio Co., Ltd.
200 Castlerca~h St,
Sydney, N. S.W.

:M ention " Radio" when co· municating with Advertisers.

91-92 Courtenay Pl.
Wellington, N. z.
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DX Notes and Other
Things

If you use a crystal
detector and want to
hear signals and speech
louder and clearer than
you ever have before
you should buy

( Continued from page 655.)
are right among 'the Yanks.
Do
make a noise like an egg-and beat it.
2DE has been away trapping the
wily mackerel at Mackerel Beach.
2CX is building another transmitter
to use 2 20-watt Phillip's tubes. One
will be used as modulator and the
other as oscillator. He hopes to commence the standard frequency transmissions early in the new year.
2AY has been sending out some
very fine ''£one'' stuff lately.
The
modulation is as good as anything I've
heard - including our broadcasting
friends.
The audibility readings have been
discontinued this month.
2CM is
only listening on the low waves at
present, and the stations down there
are mostly the same half dozen each
night.
Later on, when new stations
chirp up, I will start these measurements again.

Sacrystal.

Sacrystal
IS
n o t an ordinary
detector mineral; i t
needs care and intelligent handling, but the
r e s u 1 t s from such
attention will repay
you a hundredfold.

Sacrystal
gives the very best results with any metallic
springy contact when
the point is flat or
b 1u n t, a n d, o n c e
secured, adjustment IS
permanent.

Buy a piece to-night at your

Wireless Dealers, but be sure
the

container

is

stamped

SACRYSTAL.

Retailed at 1/6 a box
from all Radio dealers or from

I

NORTHBRIDGE RADIO CLUB.
THE usual w eekly meeting was held in
the club rooms at the corner of Stratha llen Avenue and Sailor Bay Road, Northbridge, on vVednesday, December 10 .
During the evening, Mr. Beard gave an
interesting address on coils and tuning.
A further phrase of coil inductance was
then proceeded with, after which it was
decided to construct a set of efficient
coils to conform with the results obtained
by the experiments with coils and tuning
to date. These coils would be used for the
working of the club's set, when constructed.
The idea of constructing a club receiving set a step at a time, and proving by
experiment the efficiency of each component part before being installed, should
result in a most efficient wireless receiver.
Intense interest has been shown in the
club's activities, and the Hon. Secretary
(Mr. Cameron, of Clanwilliam Street,
Chatswood) would be pleased to reply to
all enquiries, as new members are welcome.

QUERIES ANSWERED.
COUPON.

Standard

Valve Sets
Made by David Jones'.
David Jones' Standar d Valve
Sets are supplied complete
with 6V. accumulators, valves,
phones, coils and all accessories
-in
R o s, e w o o d
finished
cabinets.
1-Valve Set (as illustrated
above).
Price, complete . . £15/10/2- Valve Set.
Price, complete . . £ 19/10/3-Valve Set, complete with
Loud Speaker.
Prices, from . .
£37 /10/4-Valve Set, complete, with
Loud Speaker
£65/-/5- Valve Set, complete with
Loud Speaker
£ 75/ -/ Sets are supplied absolutely
compl ete, and loud speaker
results guaranteed.

DAVID JONES'
For Radio Service,

252 YORK STREET, SYDNEY.

Toleplaone: 1111 City.

FOR .SERVICE

GREEN · &-·NORTON
(Formerly the :l.apl• Frelirlat DH,atela 0..)

CUSTOMS. SH_IPPING &
FORWARDING AGENTS,

Broughton House,
49A King St., SYDNEY.

Miss P. SACHS,

"RADIO

STERLING PLATING & MFG. CO

Knox Street, Randwick, N.S .W.

1n

225 CLARENCE ST., SYDN EY.

'Phone: R'wick 580.

Australia & New Zealand."
January 7, 1925.
Mention i1 Radio" when corrmunicnting With Advertisers.

(Lat~ !!tokee II,

Bono)

ELECTRO, SILVER, NICKEL AND BRAH
PLATERS.
All kinds of Lacquering, Glldinc, Jlro u lac
and Q,cidi1ln1r Done.
'Phone : City 6088,
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Mr. H. B. Wolfe, Radiotelegraphist,
Perth Radio, has been transferred to Port
Moresby Radio as Officer in Charge.
Mr. L. Luscombe, Radiotelegraphist,
Port Moresby Radio, has been transferred
to Townsville Radio.
Mr. H. I. Moore, Radiotelegraphist,
Townsville Radio, has been transferred
to Sydney Radio on completion of his
term of tropical service.
Mr. K. McLennan, Hobart Radio, Radiotelegraphist, has been transferred to
Cooktown.
Mr. J . S. F. Slattery, Radiotelegraphist,
has been transferred from Cooktown
Radio to Sydney Radio on completion of
his term of tropical service.
Mr. A . G . Kempling, Radioteleg raphist,
Adelaide Radio, has been transferred to
Hobart.

COASTAL

RADIC,
SERVICE
STAFF CHANGES.
Mr. M. B. Todd, has been appointed
Radiotelegraphist at Darwin Radio.
Mr. J . H . Carty, ex the Marine Radio
Service, has been appointed Radiotelegraphist at Darwin Radio Station.
Mr. F . Barclay, also ex the Marine Service, has being appointed Radiotelegraphist at Thursday Island Radio.
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Mr. C. A . Sandell, Radio Mechanic, has
been transferred from Esperance Radio
to Thursday Island Radio.
Mr. R . C. Austin, Radio Mechanic, Perth
Radio, has been transferred t o Esperance.
Mr. C . R. Stanfield has been appointed
Radio Mechanic at Port Moresby Radio.
Mr. E. C . A. Wise, Radio Mechanic, has
b e en transferred .from Port Moresby to
Brisbane.
Mr. A . Harrower, Radiotelegraphist,
Thursday Island Radio, has ter~inated
services with the company.
Mr. H. "\V. Hedges, Radio Mechanic,
Brisbane Radio, has terminated services
with the company.
Mr. G. Walters, Darwin Radio. Radioteleg raphist, has b een transferred to
Hobart Radio on completion of his term
of tropical service.

Back Numbers of " Radio"
The following interesting articles appeared in previous issues of "RADIO." Copies may be had on
application to this office.
Characteristics of Valves-No. 28.
Receiving Circuit Used by Mr. A. E. Wright, Scarborough; Some Theoretical and Practical Considerations in Condenser Designs; Call Letters of Australian and New Zealand Ships-No. 29.
Valve Constants-No. 30.
Experimental C.W. Transmitters-No. 31.
Loop Aerials and Direction Finding; Valves for Every Purpose-No. 33.
Efficient Crystal Receiving Sets-No. 34.
New Wireless Regulations; Simple Circuits for Beginners--'-No. 35.
How to make Simple Crystal Receivers; An Efficient One-Valve Receiver; Lengthening the Life of
Dry Cells-No. 36.
How to make a Loose Coupler; Two-ways to Erect an Aerial; Changing Single Circuit to Two Circuit; A Good One-Valve Amplifier-No. 37.
A Two-Valve Broadcast Receiver; How to Sensitise Galena Crystals; Wireless Terms and Definitions
-No. 38.
Graphical Symbols used in Wireless Diagrams; Crystal Valve Receivers; Several Uses for your VarioCoupler; Pig-tail Connections; Morse Code Simplified; Tools Required for Building your Set-No. 39.
Single Valve Receiver; Howl-less Regenerative Set; Special Three-Valve Receiver; Making a "B"
Battery; How and When to Use Crystal Detectors; Amateur Transmitting Licenses; Jacks and Switches
-No. 40.
Use of a "C" Battery in a Two-Valve Receiver Wave Trap; Construction and Erection of Aerial
Masts; Something about the Super-Heterodyne; Efficient Two-Valve Receiving Circuit; Two-Valve Fixed
Coupler Set; Using Alternating Current for Filament Lighting-No. 41.
Carborundum Crystal Receiver; Construction of Plugs and Jacks; An Inductive Wave-Trap; How to
Increase Range and Selectivity; Changing Variometer-Vario Coupler Set to Reflex; Three Methods of
Using Audio-Frequency Amplification-No. 42.
Oscillating Crystal Receiver; Aerial Mast for £8/12/-; Micro-phonic Noises in your Set; Swinging
Aerials; Honeycomb Coils; How to Make and Use Them-Shielding-No. 43.
Three-Valve Receiver; 3 LO.-No. 44.
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Their Operation 1n Commercial Practice

Receiving Triodes

(By H. Coffey, Officer in Charge, Thursday Is. Radio Station.)
THE excellent results herein outlined
were obtained on a single DE3
Valve (Dull Emitter) using only .75
watt, filament consumption, and 40
volts on anode, fixed adjustment, being the optimum value for the valve
under review.
The results outlined herein have
been obtained under the most adverse
conditions in Australia's most northerly station, Thursday Island Radio
Station.
The operating characteristics of the
DE3 are wonderful in their uniformity, entirely eliminating the objectionable features of '' soft valve operation.'' I found that end cell switching, or potentiometer control, for anode regulation, was not required in
the successful operation of this valve.
On November 18, the DE3 was
tested out against the R type Bright
Emitter, UV200 and a V24. In all
cases it proved superior for long distance reception during daylight, with
strong static prev~iling .

lower.

Moro be and Kaewing radio stations,
Mandated Territory, were copied on
a single valve at 9 a.m., although this
station was ''earthed'' at 8 a.m. during a local thunderstorm.
The normal performance of this
valve during daylight on an elevated
aerial is approximately 1000 miles on
600 metre waves, and 2000 miles on
the middle band, whereas most of the
world's high-powered stations can be
copied on a single DE3 in daylight.
With correct plate and filament
control, this type of valve will remain persistently oscillating, yet so
feebly as to be almost incapable of
detection to the operator, rendering
the reception of long distance signals
of weakest intensity to be accomplished with ease and precision.

Using a LF transformer-

A.W.A. 3-½/1 ratio, parasitic noises

are entirely eliminated, signal tone
and speech being received distortionlessly on the second valve.
The cardinal points observed in the
construction of the tuner used in
these tests were the employment of
coils of the correct inductance; low
distributed capacity shunted by condens~rs of .003 mf. variable, without
vermer control.
The DE3 seems to be the ideal valve
for broadcast reception, owing to its
low consumption, reliability and remarkable efficiency, even on the lowest type of aerial. Test:;; carried out
here on a single wire aerial 80ft. long,
with an effective height of 8ft., brought
in Moresby, 430 miles, QSA; whereas
the s.s. St. Albans and s.s. Tasman,
480 and 530 miles respectively, were
copied QRK at 11 a.m. in tropical
sunlight, static being very moderate,
although strong to fierce on the main
elevated aerial.

As an amplifier the DE3 is equally
efficient. Owing to the internal proximity of the electrodes good low frequency amplification is obtained with
an anode potential of 50 volts, or even

.i fffilfiljiilJi~./i!1fi!l@@~~
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HEADPHONES.
Superphone, 4000 ohms
Pico, 4000 ohms
.. .. ..
Murdochs, 2000 ohms
.. ..
Murdochs, 3000 ohms
.. ..
N and K, 4000 ohms
No. 1 Special . . . .
Peerless Speciol, 4000 ohms ..
Frost, 2000 ohms
Trimm's Dependable
Brandes Matched Tone ..
Frost, 3000 ohms
Western Electric. 4000 ohms
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Silverton, 8000 ohms
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..
..
..
..

..
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..
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1
1
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.. 1
1
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4
5
5
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0
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6
6
6

6

0
6
6
0
0
0
0
0

Add a Single Valve Amplifier to your
Crystal Set and increase the
Volume----1-Valve Amplifier complete, with Valve, A. and B Batteries
.. .. .. .. .. ..

SPECIAL OFFER.
One-Valve (Pl Circuit) Broadcast Receiving Set, complete, ready to listenin
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . £8/10/Wondertone" Broadcast Crystal Set,
our registered design No. 5014,
highly polished rosewood finish, of
exquisite design, complete with
Headphones, Aerial Wire, Switch
and Insulators • . . . . . . . . . 4 5
.American R3 Loose Coupler Broadcast
Crystal Set, in walnut finish, complete with Headphones,
Aerial
Wire, Switch and Insulators
. . 3 15
Cleartone Loose Coupler Crystal Broadcast Receiving Set, in maple finish,
complete with Headphones, Aerial
Wire, Switch and Insulators . . . . 3 5
Single Slide Broadcast Crystal Receiving Set, complete with Headphones,
Aerial Wire. Switch and Insulators 2 10
0

R5.

5 10

To use a Loud Speaker on your Crystal
Set, 2-Valve Amplifier, complete
with Valves, A and B Batteries
8

0

0

Western Electric Baby . . . . • . . . 2 19
Manhattan "Junior" Adjustable Diaphragm
. . •• •. . . •• . . 3 5
Amplion AR39, adjustable Diaphragm. . 4 0
Amplion, AR43, adjustable Diaphragm 5 0
Amplion AR3, adjustable Diaphragm . . 6 12
Manhattan "Sen'-or," adjustable ·nia·
phragm
.. .. .. .. .. .. 8 0
:Magnavox ::\t:4. adjustable Diaphragm. . 8 0

6
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0
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A Quantitative Study of Regeneration by
Inductive Feed Back
(From "Scientific Papers of the U.S. Bureau of Standards, No. 487.")

By C. B. JOLIFFE and MISS J. A. RODMAN.
ABSTRACT.

where
R 1 is the resistance of the tuned
circuit,
M is the mutual inductance which
produced the feed back,
µ the voltage amplification factor
of the tube,
·
R 2 the total resistance of the plate
circuit,
C 1 the capacity in the tuned circuit across which the tube is
connected,
a the reduction in resistance produced by the capacitive feed
back through the tube.
The voltage of the grid was assumed to be negative at all times.
The above equation was completely
confirmed by experiment. The current in the tuned circuit with and
without regeneration was measured
by means of an electron-tube volt-

HE use of inductive coupling · between the tuned
grid circuit and plate circuit of a radio receiving
•
circuit network employing
an electron tube has been extensively used for the amplification
of received signals since its discovery
by E. H. Armstrong. Using simple
alternating-current theory this paper
shows that the amplification produced
by this type of regeneration in an amplifying circuit network can be considered as being caused by a reduction
in the resistance of the tuned circuit.
The current amplification produced in
the tuned circuit for any value of
impressed radio-frequency signal is
I1

R,_

µM
10

(R,-a)- - -

C,R,

INTRODUCTION.

The electron-tube circuit network
by which received radio signals may
be strengthened materially by coupling the grid and plate circuits of the
tube were first described by E. H.
Armstrong. The principal methods
used for obtaining this regeneration
are (1) capacitive coupling, using
usually the capacity of the tube itself,
(2) inductive coupling where a coil
in the plate circuit and a coil in the
tuned grid, circuit! are inductively
coupled. A short time after the discovery of this phenomenon the idea
was advanced that regeneration in

--~

MADE BY-

THE

meter which measured the drop of
potential across the capacity C1 in the
tuned circuit. The reduction in resistance a caused by capacitive feed
back was obtained experimentally by
the resistance variation method.

MAN

WHO

INVENTED
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l

..
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TYPE D.V. 3---Takes 3 Volts at .06 of an Amplion Filament ..

..

30/ - each

· Plate Voltage, 16-22½ Volts, Detector; Plate Voltage, 60-120 Volts, used as an Amplifier.
D.V. 2
D.V. 3
Filament, 5 Volts,
Filament, 3 Voits,
25 Amp.
,06 Amp.
Both Types Fit Standard American Socket.

I

Both Tyl)es Fit Standard American Socket.
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effect introduced a negative resistance
in a tuned circuit. This idea has been
variously interpreted, and at times
questioned.
Miller studied theoretically and experimentally the case of capacitive
coupling, and showed that because of
the capacities between the elements of
an electron tube the input impedance
of the tube depends on the nature of
the load in the plate circuit. If this
load in the plate circuit is inductive,
it was shown that the · input impedance can be characterised as a
negative resistance, in which case the
resistance of the tuned circuit is apparently reduced. The equations for
calculating the amount of reduction
of the resistance are given.
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filament of the tube,
w = 21r X frequency.
Ep
Ep

µMI,
EM= jwMI2 = - C,R,

= µEg

(2)

µ11

I , =-=_
-_

R2

jwC,R2

(3)

R 2 = total resistance of the plate circuit.
Then the voltage EM fed back into
the tuned circuit.

µM,
I ,R,- - C,R2

+ jl,X = E

C.

37/6
At all
Radio
Dealers

THEORY.

Ep =uEg
Ep = alternating plate voltage,
Eg = alternating voltage applied
to the grid,
.._ = voltage amplification factor
of the tube.
That is, the tube functions as an amplifier only or that the operating
point remains on the straight portion
of the grid voltage, plate eurrcnt
curve.
Considering the circuit LR1 C,
-

jwC,

West'ern Electric
WITH

NEW COMFY PAD.
Day after day comparisons always demonstrate the better
results from Western Electric equipment. And, after
all, you just pay a little more for Western Electric Headphones, but what a world of difference, compared with
Headphones that are merely made to sell at a low price.
Western Electric Headphones are typical of wonderful
Western Electric workmanship, which stands behind over
half the world's telephones.
You get comfort, you get scientific construction. · The
magnetic material stands up to all conditions. Special
moisture-proof cords are used. In fact, you need only
examine and "listen in" with Western Electric
Headphones to recognise why Western Electric is a
name to trust in Radio.
Any Radio dealer will supply you with "W.E." Head
Receivers. Always insist on " Western Electric.''

I,
Eg = -

A Wonderful Improvement!
H -EADPHONES

(1)

cl = the capacity of the tuned cir. cuit included between the grid and
Mention "Radio" when communicating with Advertlaen.

( 5)

where E is the voltage induced by the
antenna or other means and X is
reactance of circuit LR1

Very little quantitative data are
available concerning regeneration,
which is obtained by inductive coupling between the output and input
circuits of a tube, and this work is to
show by experiment that the results
of regeneration by inductive feed
back may be calculated from simple
alternating-current theory.
The circuit network as ordinarily
used is shown in Figure 1. L is the
total inductance in the tuned circuit,
C the total effective capacity, and R,
the total resistance. In order to isolate the effect that it i.s desired to
study, it is assumed that the grid of
the tube is maintained at such a voltage that it absorbs no power, and that
JJ- is a constant in the relation

(4)

This voltage is in phase with thecurrent in the circuit LR1 C. Then
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The;n
E
I

µM ]'
V /fIR,-+
L
C,R,_

X'
(6)

If circuit LR 1 C is tuned to resonance with the impressed signal E,

X=O
and
E
I,=----µM
R,_-R,C,

(7)

/

C

Fig. 1.-Simple Regenerative Amplifying
Set.

That is, the resistance is apparently
µM

reduced by an amount equal to - R,C,

This same result may be obtained
from the equations given by Hazeltine.6
METHOD.

In order to test this equation experimentally, a circuit similar to Fig.
1 was constructed. The actual circuit
network used is shown in Figure 2.
The electron tube voltmeter measures
directly the voltage impressed on the
grid of the tube, and this voltage is
proportional to the current flowing in
the tuned circuit. The voltmeter was
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calibrated by measuring the voltage
drop produced by a measured radiofrequency current flowing through
. radio-frequency link resistors of various values. There was no perceptible
loss produced in the tuned circuit by
connecting the tube voltmeter across
the condenser. This was shown experimentally by noting the point at
which self-generation set in with and
without the voltmeter connected. No
measurable difference could be detected .. The capacity of the first tube of
the voltmeter added to the capacity
of .the tuned circuit, but since it was
always connected no error was introduced. The capacity C1 between the
grid and :filament of the tube was kept
constant. The feed back was obtained by means of varying the distance
between a coil in the tuned circuit and
one in the plate circuit.
These
coils were coaxial and separated
by a grounded screen.
The adjacent edges of these coils were always
separated 5cm. or more. This mutual
inductance was calibrated with all associated apparatus in place. The signal was introduced into the tuned
circuit by coupling a small part of
inductance L to a radio-frequency
generating set which was enclosed in
a grounded screen box and located at
considerable distance from -the other
apparatus.
A signal was introduced in '.the
circuit LR 1 C1 and the circuit tuned
to resonance with this signal. The
inductor could be disconnected from
the plate circuit by switch S. The
voltage drop across the condenser C1
was measured by means of the electron-tube voltmeter.
The inductor
was inserted in the plate circuit, and
with no coupling ( coils at right
angles and separated) to the tuned
circuit the drop across the condenser

was again measured. Then the mutual inductance was varied and the
drop across the condenser measured
nearly to the point of self-generation.
The mutual inductance required for
self-generation was noted. The tuned
circuit was maintained in adjustment
at all times. This procedure was repeated for different resistances in the
tuned circuit, different values of E,
and for various frequencies.
The distributed resistance of the
tuned circuit R 0 was measured by
means of the resistance-variation
method.

c,
R

RYo)

RADIO·FRCQU£.NCV GtNE.RATING 51:1"

Fig. 2.-Circuit used for Measurements.
RESULTS.

From equation (7) it is evident
that if I 0 is the current in the tuned
circuit without regeneration and I 1
with regeneration, then
I,

R,_

=---µM

!0

R1 --C1R2

I,

relation between -

r.

and M for vari-

ous values of impressed voltages. This

'WIRELESS PRESS PUBLICATIONS
New and revised Catalogue now available. Send Stamped
and addressed envelope for Free Copy to - - -

THE

WIRELESS

(8)

that is, the amplification of the signal
should be independent of the impressed voltage. Figure 3 shows the

PRESS,

97 Clarence Street, SYDNEY.
44 Market Street,
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WELLINGTON, N.Z.

-
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of resistance. The curves are similar
and are displaced along the axis of
M by an amount depending on the
resistance in the tuned circuit. The
curves shown were taken at a frequency of 320 kilocycles per second.
Curves at other frequencies are similar.

curve 1s continuous and the points any value of M used, the resistance
I1
remaining constant. Figure 4 shows
show that - is independent of E for
the same relation with various values
I,
TABLE 1.-ACTUAL AND CALCULATED SLOPES AND INTERCEPTS OF
CURVES IN FIGURE 5.
µM
R 1- a
1
2
3
C1

=

Slope.

Intercept.

Curve number
. .... .. .... ...
. ...... .......
. .. . . •. . . . . . . •
480 µµf . R,

=

R1
R.
6.25 . .
6.3
R,,
10
7.2 . .
7.25
R.
20 . .
7.75 . .
7.8
10.400 ohms. R.
29.5 ohms. a

+
+

=

-0.0480
- .0368
.. - .0297
10.9 ohms.

R,C1 R 2
-0.0488 '
- .0364
- .0282

In order to

test

quantitatively

Io

equation ( 8) -

was plotted against

I1

M for the various values of resistance.
These curves should be straight lines,
and from equation (8) their equation
should be
10

µM

I-R,C1R,

I,

9

(9)

The results are plotted in Figure 5.

8

Io

As seen, the -

7

intercept is not unity,

I1

but the curves for various values of
R intersect at unity and a negative
value of M. In plotting these curves
the effect of the inductance in the
plate circuit was neglected.
(Diagram. ) This inductance should cause
a reduction of the resistance in the
tuned circuit, the magnitude of which
may be calculated from the equations
of Miller.7 It was simpler, however,
in this case to determine this reduction experimentally by means of the
resistance-variation method.
The
curves for this determination are
shown in Figure . 6. For this case

,6
5
4
3

2
.3
4
.s 6
7
a s
10
u .12
Fig. 3.-Current amplification in tuned circ·uit produced by regeneration
for various applied voltages.
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If ''a'' is this reduction of the resistance in the tuned circuit caused
by the capacitive feed back through

these curves show a reduction in resistance of 10.9 ohms from this cause
alone.
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the tube, the equation of the curves
of Figure 5 should be
R,-a

µM

R1

R 1 C1 R 2
Io

11
10

'l'he intercept on the -

(10)

axis should
I,

R,-a

be - - and the slope should be
R,
I'

~ ~-- . The numerical values for the

a

R 1 C1 R 2

slopes and intercepts measured from
the curves of Figure 5 and the values
calculated from the constants of the
circuit are given in Table 1.
If instead of I 0 the value of the
current P O in the tuned circuit with
inductance in the plate circuit and
I',
M = 0 is used and - plotted against

7

6

.s
4

I'

lVI for the same data as used for
Figure 5, the equation of the curves
obtained should be
I',
µM
-=I-----(R,-a) C 1 R 2

11

(11)

I',

Figure 7 shows - plotted against M.
z

12.

15

22
2+
Fig. 4.-Current amplification in tuned circuit produced by regeneration
for various values of resistance.
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where "a" may be calculated from
the formulae given by Miller 8 or obtained experimentally.

It should be pointed out that this
work covers only the amplifying effect of the tube and takes no account
of what happens when the usual
method of detection, using grid condenser and leak, is used. However,
the effect of this may be superposed
on the equations given, and the effect
produced by it calculated.
SUMMARY.

0

4

Z

6

8

10

12

14

Fig . 5.-Graphical test of equation (9).
back neglected.

16nw"ta"'''2jj··"~'2'~~c.26

Effect of capacitive feed

For regeneration produced by inductive coupling between the grid
circuit and the plate circuit of an
electron tube circuit network, it is

1.0

in each case. Table 2 gives the numerical values of the actual and calculated
slopes.
TABLE 2.-ACTUAL AND CALCULATED SLOPES OF CURVES IN
FIGURE 6.
µM
C urve number.
Slope.

0 .8

(R1- a ) C 1 R 2

1
2
3

...........
............
...........

-0.0763
- .0508
- .0382

..
..

-0.0775
- .0504
- .0374

These results are in good agreement with the theory and show that
in order to calculate the current amplification that may be produced in
a tuned circuit by regeneration by
inductive feed back the following
equation should be used
I,

0 .4

0.::1
0.2
0. I

R,
µM

Io

Z.
4
6
6
10
12
14
16
15
zo
22
2+
26
Fig. ?.-Graphical test of equation (11). Effect of capacitive feed back
included .

(R 1-a)

C 1R 2

(12)

shown th~t the amplification, of a
signal introduced into the grid circuit can be calculated from simple
alternating current theory.
The result of regeneration is an apparent decrease in the resistance of
the tuned circuit. The equations derived are verified experimentally.

A

VERNIER condenser will allow
you to tune closer and get better
results on otherwise weak signals. ·

~(\;fl'U a. , •• ,11

0

4

8

IZ

16

20

24

28

-,2

eo~

.,,

NSW Tq,111~

10

Fig. 6.-Determination of reduction of resistance caused by capacitive ·
feed back.

VARIABLE condensers are placed
in series with the primary and in
. shunt to the secondary.
.
.
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MR

c. BRYANT, of D~bbo, writes t~at,
using a crystal receiver, Mr. Atkins,
of the same town, can, urider anything
like favourable conditions, tune in 2FC
strongly enough to work two pairs of
ear-phones, and without in any way seriously affecting the signal strength. On
"good" nights not a note or a word is
missed.
The receiver is an ordinary
single coil with slider and crystal detector.
WRiTING from Surprise Bay, King
Island, Mr. Max A. Gatenby says: "It
may interest some of your readers to
know that I have been receiving the English telephony )sltation at Chel.m:~ford
5XX." He finds their transmissions ·to be
very irregular, particularly during two recent weeks, when he only heard 5XX
about four times.
Two valves are employed to secure the above results-a
Marconi DER and a Radiotron 301A as
an amplifier. Mr. Gatenby finds that the
whole secret of these results is contain ed
in the DER. "Connect the grid leak to
the bottom of the reaction," he says, "and
make the grid condenser much smaller
than usual. With these alterations the
amplification will be found astounding.
This applies only to long waves, say,
above 600 metres. If the valve could be
made to oscillate on the short wave.~.
great things could be expected, the very
small capa city of the grid condenser h aving this effect. The plate voltage should
be about 36 and grid leak fairly low,
although not so low as to make the valve;

Columbia

too critical in tuning; thi~ will give a
good indication as to the v;,lue of the
leak. The above alterations will be found
to apply only in the case of the Marconi
DER valve. The wave -length I take to
be about 1,600 metres, and the time of
their transmissions is from 5 to 5.30 a.m.
(local time), when after this they fade
out. I would advise those trying for fiXX
to tune to a wavelength a little lower
than 3LO. If both stations are transmitting at the same time the "edge" of
both carriers may be heard on the one
adjustment."
(Hearty congratulations,
Mr. Gattenby! We shall be pleased to
hear from. other experimenters who succeed in hearing this station.- En., Radio.)

MR

J. M. McCARTHY, of the Royal
Park Mental Hospital Reserve, Melbourne, writes that he has secured loud
speaker results with a crystal receiver.
The circuit is that of a n ordinary loose
coupler. The primary coil is wound with
No. 24 enamel wire, and the secondary
with No. 28. A variable condenser ( .0005
mfd. capacity) has its movable plates
connected to ground.
Two fixed condensers (.001 mfd.) are used; one is shunted

across between the crystal and the 'phones,
while the other is connected across the
headphones only. 'l'he crystal itself is a
piece of particularly sensitive galena,
with a 3 amp. fuse wire as cat-whisker.
Mr. McCarthy states that with this circuit he has secured exceptionally good
results on the 'phones, and also where a
loud speaker has been used in conjunction with two pairs of telephones. The
signals come in very clearly and strongly,
and are audible 15 feet from the loud
speaker-a "Baby Sterling." Condensers,
etc., are home-made, and no batteries are
used.

MR

GEORGE PRATTEN has forwarded
to us a list of DX stations that he
logged on the night of November 27, between 7 and 9 p.m.
Receiv ed on one
valve and on wave-lengths between 70 and
120 metres, all stations came in " with wonderful strength, especially the Americans."
Calls heard
were as follow :-U.S.A. :
6ARB, 6BON, 6CNL, 6AKW, 6CGO, 6AGK,
6RN, 6AO, 6LJ, 2ANM, 2BRB, 3CHG, lFJ,
9EKY, 6AAN (doubtful) . N.Z. : 4AG, 4AK,
4AN, 2AP, 2AC. V.: 3BQ. N .S.W.: 2CM,
2ZN, 2DS, 2HM.

AT a recent meeting of the Brighton
section of the Wireless Institute d
Australia, Mr. K. Trood delivered an
interesting lecture on the Thermionic
valve, and had with him 63 different
types of valves.

Radio Batteries Are the Best

Radio Batteries have proven to be the best batteries for radio receiving
COLUMBIA
sets that money can buy. They are made in different styles suitable for every
radio equipment and will give more satisfaction than any other make.

Columbia Dry Cell "A"

Columbia Storage "A"

Columbia "B"

COLUMBIA Dry Cell "A" Batteries for vacuum tubes of low
amperage are made especially for
this work. They will withstand
the slow steady drain required and
give satisfactory results for a,
much longer period of time than
any other similar type of battery.

For vacuum tubes of one-half
ampere or over, the COLUMBIA
"A" Storage Battery is ideal. It

COLUMBIA "B" Batteries are
made in 22 ½ and 45-volt sizes.
They are equipped with Fahnestock Spring Clip Connectors to
insure easy. secure connections.
They are thoroughly insulated
and waterproofed. They are portable, powerful and long lasting.

is shipped dry and charged and
filled when sold, thus assuring a
fresh, powerful battery. It is tightly sealed and contained in an attractive mahogany finished box
with handles.

Columbia "Three"
COLUMBIA " Three" Batteries
are designed so that under certain
conditions they can be used as an
"A," "B" or " C' ' Battery. They
are made of extra large sized cells,
and are used as an •'A" Battery
for light, portable sets using UV199 tubes; as a "B" Battery for
obtaining additional plate voltage;
as a "C" Battery for grid biasing.

COLUMBIA Radio Batteries for Every Radio Requirement

..

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.
30 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y., U.S.A.

,.
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"If the Transformer has low insulation there
will be a big loss of ;amplification in the
Transformer itself."
Special Cotton, having very low dielectric
capacity, gives efficient insulation between the
lay ers and " ·indings of the "AWA" Audio
Frequency Transformer, reducing self-capacity to
a minimum. 'l'his insulation is tested with 1000volt pressure test, and any coil is rejected which
does not give infinity reading.
The transformer is enclosed in heavy iron covers,
giving very effective shielding and preventing
inter-action between the transformer and the
circuit.
AWA Audio-Frequency Transformers are supplied
in ratios 5-1 and 3½-1.
Delivery of the correct article in perfect condition
\S ensured by . packing in unbreakable cartons,
with the ratio clearly shown on each end.

PRICE, 30/ -.
At all Radio Dealers.

97 Clarence Street,

Collins Street,

SYDNEY.

MELBOURNE.

_RADIO DEALERS -

KINDLY WRIT!ll FOR TRADE PRICE LIST.
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B.E.S. (Elsternwick). Q.: If two aerials
were forty feet apart would it in any way
weaken the signals received by both sets?
A.: Depends upon the direction of the
transmitting station; if both receivers were
tuned to the same wave-length, and the
aerials the same height, that nearest the
transmitting station would probably absorb a large part of the radiated energy,
and correspondingly weaken the signals
received on the other aerial. Q.: Would it
be better to erect the aerials at right
angles or parallel? A.: If possible, at
right angles.
Q.: What capacity condenser should be used for primary tuning
(circuit submitted)? A.: .001 m.f. variable. Q.: What type of crystal would you
recommend? A.: "Sacrystal," "Q.S.A.," or
"A.W.A." Galena.
Q.: Would adding a
one-valve amplifier to a crystal set be
better than a single valve? A.: Yes.
(Brisbane). Q.: Would 3 valve
set comprising 1 stage radio, detector and
one stage of audio frequency amplification
bring in 2FC on a loud speaker, and what
size panel would be required? A.: Use the
3 valve receiver comprising detector and
two stages of audio in Radio No. 40. You
should be able to fit this in a panel about
15 inches long and 9 inches high. Aerial is
apparently 0.K.
G. C.

"Talofa" (Epping). Q. : Supply wirmg
diagram and instructions for constructing
a low-loss tuner, employing detector and
1 stage of audio amplification. A.: See
"Low-loss Tuners" in Radio No. 46. Q.:
What type of dry cell valve would you
recommend with the above set? A.: For
greatest efficiency use high-grade apparatus throughout, either standard English
or American valves, such as Marconi DER,
DE3, UV199, WD12, AWA99 or 33. Q.: Could
you sell one 4-volt 60-amp. accumulator and
3 Mullard Ora valves, all nearly new? A . :
Place an advertisement in this magazine;
no doubt, some of our readers would be
interested. State price required.

H. S. (Cooroy). Q.: Using a 4 valve receiver, comprising 1 stage radio, detector
and 2 stage of audio amplification, would
a
potentiometer prevent receiver oscillating? A.: Yes, this, however, should
not be less than 300 ohms. to effectively
control the grid voltage. Q.: Is reception
of 2BL and 2FC every night on loud
speaker good work? A.: Yes. 2FC did
not send any pipe organ items on the night
you mention. Q.: Could the Melbourne
broadcasting stations be received, and
what coils should be used? A.: Yes, providing receiver is selective. Assuming you

"RADIO"

have a 3 coil circuit, use for 3AR primary
50, secondary 75, and reaction 50, with
· aerial condenser in series. For 3LO, 150,
200 and 100 respeotively, with condenser
in parallel. The correct size of the primary depends upon the size of the aerial.
Q.: What Is cause of "whistling" in
'phones?
A.: See ''Receiver Noises" in
Radio No. 45.
T. C. (Guildford). Q.: Will you kindly
publish information for making honeycomb coils, such as diameter of formers?
A.: See "Honeycomb Coils-How to Make
and Use Them," Radio No. 43.

READERS, PLEASE NOTE!
QUERY lettere which are accompanied by our coupon and comply
with the following directions will
receive first preference.
MAKE your letter as brief as pos·
sible and write your questions
one underneath the other. All letters must be signed in full, together
with the address of the sender. For
publication, the writer's initials will
be used or a nom-de-plume, if desired, but on no account will any
consideration be given to anony mous communications.
JF requested, answers will be forwarded by post, providing the letter of enqu• y contains a staml)'!d,
addressed envelope and the coupon
to be found elsewhere in this issue.
JT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT IT
IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR US TO
ANSWER QUESTIONS REGARDING THE APPROXIMATE RANGE.
OF EXPERIMENTERS' SETS.

L. G. W. (Parramatta). Q.: Using the
Pl circuit described in Radio No. 38, what
should be the value of grid condenser and
leak? A.: .0003 and 2 megohms respectively, the latter preferably variable. Q.:
What should be the value of the 'phone
condenser? A.: Generally .001 mf., variable.

H. B. (Kureelpa). Q. : Using a 4 valve
set (circuit submitted). why is reception
difficult unless on oscillation point? A.:
Probably due to high resistances placed
across the secondaries of the transformers,
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of which you omitted to state the ratio.
Shunting the H.T. battery with a 2 mf.
condenser will probably overcome your
trouble. Try a potentiometer in conjunction with the grid leak; this will obtain
either a positive or negative bias, which
ever is found to be most efficient. Q.:
Should the filament rheostats be adjusted
when tuning in? A.: Yes, adjustment of
the plate voltage is most essential to obtain maximum efficiency.
R. V. D. (Tighe's Hill).
Q.: Using a
crystal set with a valve amplifier, what
is cause of difficulty in receiving 2BL,
although 2FC can be received quite satisfactorily (particulars of aerial submitted)?
A.: Tuning coil in conjunction with aerial
is too large to be able to get down to the
lower wave-lengths. Use an aerial tuning
condenser of .001 mf. (variable), with a
series parallel switch, which should be in
series for 2BL and parallel for 2FC. Owing
to dead-end losses, you will get better
results on the lower wave -lengths using
spiderweb coils. Q.: Can you recommend
a single valve circuit, using reaction? A.:
The Pl in Radio No. 38. Q.: Is an Ediswan
ARDE suitable :tor this circuit? A.: Yes,
providing you use the filament and plate
voltages stipulated by the makers, i.e., 1.8
and 20-50 respectively.

W. F. S. (East Richmond) : Herewith
particulars required for a step-up transformer to 1,000 volts. The core and winding you intend to use is far too small for
work on 200 - 240 volt 50 cycle circuits.
With a winding of 1,250 turns of No. 24
D.C.C. we recommend a core 1½ inches by
H inches, cross section external dimensions 6½ inches by 5½ inches, internal
dimensions 3½ inches by 2½ inches. Using
laminations 16 mis. thick, you will need
160 5½ inches by H inches, and 160 H
inches by 1½ inches. The secondary should
consist of two sections of 2,750 turns each
of No. 30 D.C.C. wire. The primary former
should be 1 inch wide and 1¾ inches by
1!! inches in cross section, while the
secondary should be !! inch wide. Impregnate all windings with wax, and cover with
several layers of empire cloth tape.
D. B. C. (Melbourne). Q.: Which will
give best results in strength, clearness
and purity of signals, and distance, the
crystal circuit published in Radio No. 36,
with the one valve amplifier shown in No.
37, or the Pl given in No. 38? A.: The
crystal-valve combination. Q.: What particular type of valve would you recommend using the Pl circuit? A.: Any standard English or American, either dry cell

.

,.
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AND TELEPHONY
by

J. A. Fleming, M.A., D.Sc.,

F.R.S.
280 Diagrams.

Price, 18/- nett.
Postage 6d,

Professor Fleming needs no introductio n. His reputation is
world-wide, and this new edition
of his wor.k brings the first
edition right up to date. A
tremendous amount of new in·
formation has been i ncorporated, which makes it a mucb
more bulky volume and de ·
'cidedly more exhaustive than
previously, Everyone taking a
serious interest in wireless
would be well advised t.o incl ude
this in his library, as it is difficult to over-,estimate its value
and importance t.o keen experimenters,
CHAPTER
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Manufacture and Details of
Construction - THE THERMIONIC VALVE AS A GENERATOR OF OSCILLATIONS THERMIONIC VALVES AS
. AMPLIFIERS AND DETECTORS-THERMIONIC VALVE
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Problems and Requirements THERMIONIC VALVE PLANT,
Advantages of Continuous Wave
as against Spark Systems.
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DECEMBER.

R. P. GINDERS relieved Mr. G.
Vincent on s.s. Moeraki at Melbourne,

1st.
Mr. E. T. Prentice relieved Mr. H. S.
Chown on s.s. Waikouaiti at Sydney, 5th.
Messrs. F . A. Cook, H. S. Chown and R.
B. Lowry signed on s.s. Moreton Bay at
S•ydney, 6th.
Mr. H. M. Watson signed on s,s. Franklin at Sydney. 8th.
Mr. F. Barclay signed off s.s. Iron Prince
at Melbourne, 3rd.
Mr. G. Vincent signed on s.s. Iron Prince
at Melbourne, 5th.
Mr. F. L. Davies relieved Mr. W. J.
\Vashbourne on s.s. St . Albans as Senioc·
Operator at Sydney, 9th.
Messrs. C. Gray and R. G. C. Roberts
signed on s .s. St. Albans as 2nd and 3n1
Operators respectively at Sydney, 9th.
Mr. C. R. '\V'aite signed on s.s.Ooma at
Melbourne, 9th.
Mr. 0. A. Sutherland signed off s.s. Kclitangata at ·wellington , 1st, and signed on
s.s. Manttkci at Wellington, 2nd.
Mr. P. H. Matthews signed on s.s. Kaitangota at \Vellington, 1st.
Mr. J. C. S . Flanagan relieved Mr. M
L. Robertson on s.s. Jervis Bay as 2nd
Op erator at Sydney , 13th.
Messrs. J. C. S. Flanagan and H. J. Edwards signed off s.s. Boonah as Senior anrl
3rd operators respectively, at Sydney, 13th.

HINTS.
cannot copy straight cw signals on a set that is non-rege11erative.
WHEN you charge your battery, remember you cannot take out all
the "juice" you put in it.
THE way to learn to operate a set
properly is to sit with someone who
does know how.
A GOOD aerial and good receiving
set is the best combination.
A POOR ~onnection of any kind
means failure in a crystal detector set.
LIGHTNING may never strike your
aerial but, like accident insurance,
.rnn are prepared for the worst.
IF .vour detector valve will not oscil:
late, try changing connections on
the tickler coil.
THE best way to charge batteries :is
with a regular battery charger. ·
AERIALS do not attract lightning.
GIJARS has many times the diel ectric of paraffin.
WHEN you put up · an aerial, insulate it thoroughly.
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or accumulator.
Dry cell valves · are
cheaper to install, and do not require so
much space as when accumulators are
used.
P. 1vl. (Nowra).
Q.: Can you supply
circuit of a 4 valve receiver employing 1
stage radio, detector and 2 stages of audio
frequency amplification, using the Pl circuit? A.: Use the 3 valve receiver in
Radio No. 44, which should give satisfactory long distance results. If required, an
additional stage of audio may be easily
added. Q.: What is cause of "roar" experienced when using detector and 3 stages
of audio? A.: It is not usual to employ 3
stages of audio in a 4 valve set. If satisfactory results are not obtained with 2
stages of audio add, preferably, a stage of
radio.
It is possible the ratio of the
third transformer and plate voltage on the
last valve is too high. Using circuit suggested you should not experience this

trouble.
L. R. (Alexandria). Q.: Give diagram for
adding another valve to the circuit as per
Fig. 2, Ra.dio No. 39, without using a transformer. A . : You cannot add another valve
without using a transformer. Modify this
to the Pl with 1 stage of audio, or other
2 valve circuits published in previous
issues.
Q.: Using a crystal
receiver, is it advisable to connect 'phones
in series or parallel'! A.: In parallel.
A. T. (Roseville).

J. S. R. (Crow's Nest) . Q.: Which circuit would you recommend to receive Melbourne broadcasting stations on 'phones
and 2FC and 2BL on loud speaker, cost
being a consideration'/ A.: The 3 valve
receiver published in Radio No. 40, comprising the Pl, with 2 stages of audio
amplification. Use high-grade apparatus,
which is more satisfactory in the long
run. Unsatisfactory results are in most
cases due to inferior apparatus.
A. D. M . (Bankstown). Q. : Using the
oscillating crystal circuit, as per Fig 1,
page 467, Radio No. 43, what are connections for aerial and earth? A.: Figs. 1 and
2 show methods of producing audio and
radio frequency oscillations respectively
with a crystal. Use circuit as per Fig. 3
for receiving.
H. B. W. (Melbourne).

Q.: Recommend

a 4 valve circuit employing 1 stage radio,
detector and 2 stages of audio frequency
amplification, capable of receiving Sydney
broadcasting stations, showing input and
output transformer connections; also posiUve and negative battery connections. A.:
Unless you desire to receive on loud
sJJeaker, the 3 valve receiver described in
Radio No. 44, employing 1 stage radio,
detector, and 1 stage of audio amplification should give satisfactory results, providing you use high-grade apparatus and
efficient aerial. If necessary, a further
stage of audio may be easily added.
1V. ,T. L. (Five Dock). Q.: Using 4 valve
receiver (circuit submitted), can you ex plain why it has only been possible to
receive Sydney broadcasting stations? Suggest i.mprovements to enable reception of

Melbourne, Perth and long distance stations. A.: According to the connections
of your 2 plate jack you are only using
3 valves; furthermore, you should have the
two honeycomb coils connected to a 2 coil
mounting and not ten inches apart as
stated. This will account for the interference you have experienced when receiving from 2FC and 2BL, no coupling being
provided.
As you are using a seriesparallel switch, you should not require a
primary coil of 250 turns to receive 2FC.
~Tith your aerial and condenser in parallel
these should be 150 and 200 respectively.
Check up your transformer connections
with circuit shown on page 515, Radio No.
44.
W. S. 0. (Merrylands) submits circuit
of a 3 valve receiver capable of tuning
b etween 200 and 550 metres, and wishes
this modified to receive up to 1,720 metres.
A.: As this circuit is designed for reception of stations on short wave-lengths, you
would not get satisfactory results on the
higher wave-lengths, even with dead-end
switches, which would eventually reduce
the efficiency of the receiver. Use the 3
valve receiver described in Radio No. 44,
using honeycomb coils. It will be decidedly
easier to operate.
E. N. S. (Pine Creek).
Q.: Is aerial
150 feet, single wire, 60 feet high at the
far end and 36 feet at the lead-in suitable
for the 2 valve receiver described in Radio
No. 41 '! A.: 'l'o cover the wave-lengths
you desire reduce this to 100 feet in length
with the lead-in, if possible, taken from
the higher end. Q.: What size honeycomb coils are necessary for receiving on
350 to 1,720 metres? A.: For 350 metres
the approximate size of coils required will
be 20, 50, 75 and 50, for 1, 2, 3 and 4
respectively. For 1,100 metres 75, 175, 250
and 17 5. The correct size of coils is found
by experiment; these are given as a guide
only.
Q.: Should a choke coil with a
laminated core be used'/ A.: No. The circuit is designed for radio frequency amplification with tuned anode. Q.: Are DE3
valves suitable? A.: Yes. Q.: Which gives
best results, series or parallel wiring of the
aerial condenser? A.: Use a series parallel
switch, which should be in series for short
waves and parallel for long.

0. B. (Heyfield). Q.: Using the Pl circuit with grid coil of 150 turns and reaction coil of 250 turns, I have picked up a
station which closes down at midnight.
Would this be Perth? A.: Possibly, but
this station only closes down at midnight (Victorian time) on Saturdays. Q.:
Why can my neighbour, whose aerial is
only 20 yards away at right angles, hear
me tuning in, although receiver is not
oscillating, and how can this be rectified?
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·A.: You are evidently mistaken. If your
receiver is not oscillating your neighbour
will not be able to hear your tuning in.
To ascertain is this the case, tap the
aerial term.inal of your receiver, if a dull
thud ls heard in the 'phones your receiver
is oscillating. Q.: Using a grid coil of
35 turns, and a reaction coil of 250, why
are signals from 2BL faint?
A.: Too
large a reaction coil; try a 50 turn, and
reverse the connections to the coil holder.
J, E. S. (South Kensington). Q.: What
is cause of difficulty in receiving amateurs
on short waves (particulars of aerial and
circuit submitted)? A.: Aerial too large
to allow you to get down to the low amateur wave-lengths. Either reduce this to
75 feet, or place an additional condense.r
in the earth lead. Using coils of 20 and
25 turns for the grid and plate coils re·spectively, and a .0005 variable condenser
shunted across the latter, you should experience no difficulty in getting down to
within 200 metres. It is also advisable to
use a series parallel switch for the aerial
tuning condenser when receiving on the
h igher wave-lengths. For 2FC use 100
and 150 turn coils. Q.: What is cause of
continuous hum in the 'phones, no telephone lines or high tension mains being
near? A.: There is evidently a bad connection in some part of your receiver,
probably in the coil holders; open out
the pins on the holc1er and coil until they
make a good firm contact.

J. H. (Hobart). Q.: Kindly recommend
a 3 valve circuit, comprising detector and
2 stages of audio frequency amplification;
also 4 valve circuit comprising one stage
untuned radio frequency, detector and 2
stages of audio frequency. A.: For the
former, we recommend the Pl with 2
stages of audio amplification, published in
Radio No. 40; circuit for the latter posted.
Q.: Will condensers shunted across primaries of transformers eliminate distortion? What capacities should these be?
A.: Yes, .001 mf. Possibly the ratio of the
transformers is too high. These should be
5-1 for the first stage and 3~-1 for the
second.
W. G. E. N . (Lismore) . Q.: Supply information for constructing a directionfinder. A.: Obtain a copy of "Direction
and Position Finding," by Keen.

T. M. F. (Barcaldine). Q.: Is the wire
screen used as a reflecto·r in Marconi's
beam antenna connected to earth? A.: No.
Q. : What is difference between a single
stage' of low frequency amplification and
one stage power amplification? A . : The
latter employs special power valves for
loud speaker work. Q.: Is the UV201A
valve an efficie n t detector'/ A.: This type
of valve may be used either as a detector
or amplifier. When used as an amplifier,
a UV200 is usually used as a detector.

TIIJL. : CITY 4429

Charles D. Maclurcan
QONSULTING RAD-IO ENGINEER
MACLUROAN & LANE, LTD.
9-13 Brisbane Street, Sydney

L. S. (Marrickville). Q.: Using circuit
comprising l stage radio and detector published · in .Radio No. 45, · wh,1.t size coils
should he used for 2I=lL atld 2FC, aerial
200 .feet long and 30 feet· high? · A>: Aerhl
is too long to cover the wave lengths desired. Reduce this to 100 feet. Coil sizes

.
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WIRELESS OPERATORS

I

N the near future Wireless Operators will be required
for ships trading to all parts of the World.

There is only one School in Australia where a Student can
receive sound instruction i11 Wireless Telegraphy, and for
the benefit of our readers a few of the advantages offered
by this School are detailed.
[I

1. The Instructors are all highly qualified men, combining

20 years' practical experience on Sea and Land
2. The School's equipment is of the very latest, and includes complete commercial installations.
3. Priority of appointment to the Students of the School
is given in all vacancies occurring on board ships of the
Australasian Mercantile Marine.
The time for enrolling is strictly limited, therefore write
without delay to the

MARCONI SCHOOL OF WIRELESS
97 CLARENCE STREET
SYDNEY

44 MARKET STREET
MELBOURNE

Mention "Badlo" when coinnunlcating witb Advertisers.
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Dry

Cell

"SHALL I use dry or storage batteries with my set?" is a question
frequently asked by enquirers. Which
you shall use depends on yourself,
because a valve that will work from
dry cells will also give the same results when operated from a storage
cell or battery.
The battery itself
has nothing to do with the way the
tnbe works, if it will deliver the
proper voltage to the valve.

The first tubes offered the listening public required a storage battery
to operate them as they each consumed one ampere. · They were the
UV200 and UV201 detector and
amplifying tube.
The former being
an excellent detector is still in use,
while the latter has been superseded
by the 201a type, being a better amplifier and drawing only ¼ampere compared to 1 ampere for the 201. This
means that four 201a tubes can be
operated from a battery as long as
one 201 could.
The next big advance was the 1½
volt valve with low current consumption of ¼ ampere.
This was really
the forerunner of dry cell tubes, as
it could be operated from a single
<lry cell, such as used for door bell '
ringing, or ignition on motorboats.
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or Storage Batteries
Later came the 199 type that only
drew ¾th as much current as the WD
type, but required :l times the voltage. Othn· manufacturers (all i-tandnrc1) also brought ont tubes that correspond to these types.
Note thr
table.

The tubes that really can be operated economicall,r from dry cells are
the following: WDll and 12, UV199,
C299, DVl. The UV201a, C30la and
DV2 can be op()rated on dry cells,
but not as economicallv as on wet
batteries.
The others· consume too
much current for dry cell operation.
ReFil.
A
sist.
Tubes. Volt. Battery. Cnrrent. Rheo.
UV200
5
6
1
6
C300
5
6
1
6
UV20la 5
6
.25
25
()
C301a
G
.25
25
DV2
5
25
6
.25
UV19!1
4.5
3
.06
30
C299
3
4.5
.06
30
DVl
3
4.4
.06
30
WD
1.1
6
1.5
.25
The WD type operates on a dry
cell of H volts, and each valve conThis drain is not
sumes ± ampere.
the most economical, so the dry cell
manufacturers tell ns: so two cells

?

should be connected in parallel for
each tube, thus cutting the drain on
rach dry cell to ¼ amprre.
On one
tnbe, two dry celfa in parallel ought
to last about 175 hours.
For the. UV199 and DVl type of
valves you require 3 dry cells in series
for 4-½ volts, and the tube will consume only .OG ampere, ag·ainst :25 for
the WD type. Battery (dry cell type)
manufacturers tell us there is no
economy in going below the ½ampere
rate, therefore the life of the three
batteries when used with the 199 or
DVl tubes would be about the same aR
when two were used with the wn
type.
The 201a, 301a, and DV2 each consume ¾ ampere, the same as the WD
type, but require a 6 volt battery to
operate them. Using the economical
¾ rate would mean that :vou woulcl
require 8 dry cells, 4 cells in RerieR,
and two groups in parallel.
· 'l'he 200 and 300 are detector t11 hrs,
and require a full ampere for operation. As this wonld require 4 times
as many dry cells as the 201cl type,
operation from this source of snpplr
iR out of the question.
A storage
battery should he used for them.

·:,. KGO Heard 1n Northern Canada
ON

(Continued from page 686.)

for the various wave-lengths are given in
the above article. Q.: You state that for
loud speaker work it is necessary to add
a stage of audio frequency . vVhat are th e
connections for this? A.: Connect the primary of the transformer in place of the
'phones in circuit as per Fig. 1. Complete connections for a n audio amplifier
are given in Radio No . 37. Q.: Would .001
and .0005 condensers b e satisfactory? A. :
Yes, for tuning the aerial and coil L3
respecth;ely. Q . : 'iVhat is a grid leak of
2 megohms? A.: This is a resistance for
controlling the grid voltage, and should be
preferably variable. Q .: Can coils other
than honeycomb be used? A . : Not for
the wavelengths over which you desire to
receive. For short wave -lengths. basket
coils or other forms of inductance will be
::atlsfactory.

the Arctic · Dividr, far north in
the Canadian ice-wilds, a party of
explorers, equipped with radio, shivered and listened to grand opera produced in San Francisco, as it was
being broadcast by KGO over two
thousand miles away.
The enthusiasm for radio of Lewis
R. Freeman, former Stanford University tennis star, led the party to
carry a Radiola IIIA, specially packrd in a mule case. Despite the fact
that the little set was smashed, dropped into a creek and submerged, fished out, dried out, repaired and rehooked up, it gave excellent results.
Freeman says that to him the most·
thrilling moment of the whole journey was when he sat on the edge of
a glacier and heard his own name
pronounced over the air from KGO.

Joseph Henry Jackson, literary editor
of Sunset Magazine, was reviewing a
Freeman travel book on that evening.
'' The world series baseball games
came in from KGO louder than an7
other station,,. said Freeman. ''We
were in the ice-wilds ten weeks, returning with radio records, seven
thousand feet of film and 400 photographs from a country which never
saw a camera, a radio, or a white
man's pack before. There seem to
be no especially 'dead' radio spot
on the Arctic Divide. With unfailing
regularity our little set tapped the
outside world with big or little antenna,'' continued Freeman. '' Once
we swung a wire clear over a river
and most of the time it never went
higher than the tent pole or a tree
branch.''
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iii.

TUNING-IN!
In thousands of homes people are
tuning-in on their radio sets.
Scarcely a sound; · a slight turn, a
faint noise; another adjustment, and
then clearer and clearer comes. music
from the air.
Is your nightly "tuning-in" as simple
as this?

If you want simple, quick and more
selective tuning use A. W .A. Honeycomb Coils. ·
Wnvelength

No. of
Turns.

with .C'Ol

20
25
35
50
75
100

..
..
.•
..

150
200
250
300
400
500
600
750
1000
1250
1500

..
..
..
••
..
..
..
..
•.
•.
..

Condenser.

Mounted.

50-260
100-375
150-525
190-675
240-925
340-1340

5/9

Unmounted.

8/8/3

..
..

2/'.:/2
2/2
2/4
2/6
2/9

8/6
9/9/9
10/6
11/8
13/6
15/6
16/9
£ 1/-/£1/4/£1/8/-

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

3/6
3/9
4/3
5/7/9/12/14/16/18/-

i /-

..

7/6

..

·, /9 . .

500-1960
650-2675
725-3575
1050-4200
1600-6000
2000-7500
3000-9000
4000-11000 . .
4500-16000 . .
6310-18240 ..
7635-22210 . .

AWA Honeycomb Coils
are mounted on lgranic Honeycomb coil plugs with a
black celluloid diamond strip, and then the shoulders
are specially bound with black-waved thread, which
holds the coil rigidly in position.

3/-

AWA coils offer very low radio-frequency resistance, and self capacity is at a minimum. They may
be used as tuning, loading, coupling, or wave-meter
inductances, ensuring the highest degree of ~fficiency
for your set.
Made {~ sizes to suit your requirements. Each A WA
Honeycomb coil is attractively boxed, and the wavelength table printed on the carton; also supplied
unmounted.

AT ALL RADIO STORES.

97 CLAREN'C E STREET, SYDNEY.

COLLINS STREET, MELBOURNE.

Mention "Radio" when con,mnnlcatlnl{ with advertiser:,.
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I am the mascot of the latest Sterling Loud Speaker" The little fellow with the Loud voice." My '' Dinkie '' Loud Speaker will go into the homes of tens
of thousands of those who love Radio. It's small
in size but big in volume-small in price but big in
"'
value. And as to its reproducing powers ? Well !
whether it is music, song or speech," Dinkie" gives perfect reproduction, true -in tone and ample in volume! The "Dinkie '' will be widely
advertised, and is destined to become the greatest seller radio has ever
known. Costing little more than good headphones, what can stop it?
.,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,, ... ,, .. ,, ... ,,,,,,,,,,,,1,,, ..

STERLING

~DIN.KIE

·Loud Speaker.

~

TO THE TRADE i
The Sterling range of l
R.adio Apparatus covers :
all that is necessary for
perfect Radio reception
and reproduction :-Crystal sets; 2, 3 and 4 valve
receiving sets ; 2 and 3 valve
power amplifiers : wor Id fa~
mous headphones; various
types of loud speakers and
eyery conceivable component. :

Lists

dnd full

particulars :

on af)t,licatton.
~
.............. ! ""''' ................... ....... .

The Sterling" Dinkie " Loud Speaker is supplied
in a Brown tinted finish, complete with flexible cord.
DIMENSIONS:

Height over all, 13 in. Diameter of Flare, 7 in.
Diameter of Base, 4 in.

Ask your Dealer to Demonstrate.
STERLING TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
Manufacturers of. Telephones and Radio Apparatus, etc.

218-212 TOTTENHAM COURT RD., LONDON, W.1
ENGLAND.
Sole Agents for N.S. W. and Queensland :

THE LAWRENCE .& HANSON
ELECTRICAL CO., LTD.
33_. Yo.rk Street, Wynyard Square,
SYDNEY.
And Charlotte Street, Brisbane,
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